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Holland City News.
YOL. XIV -NO.

HOLLAND,

25.

Last Friday a gang of

LOCAL ITEMS.

The Holland City Hews

SATURDAY, JULY

MICH.,

men

fishing boats came into the bay,

A

with two inga in course of erectionin the

and

city.

nets near Pine creek.

refreshingshower of

raio on

good hauls we

and got away be- breezes from Macatawa bad no

are told

NO.

674.

bow many were

possible to tel)

until The thermometer registeredin the nineties store but it le

Monday were engaged in fishing with all the time without intermission and
They made many atmosphere was itlffling. Even

Mighty hot weather this week.

A Weekly Newspaper ptUlihed

WHOLE

1885.

25,

presumed thst

in the

there* wera

the

three as three complete suits of old clothes

the

were left on the floor of the store by the

on

intruders.Early Sundey morning MarThursday, at noon, cooled the atmosphere fore tbey^ould be arrested.
the wave. Tuesday, Wednesday and un- shal Vaupell was informed of the crime
some.
til Thursday noon this state of affairs exsod at once set to work to find the culfitwtoess
Last Monday afternoon Ed. McLean
isted and then a refreshing shower of rain, prits. Before noon be arrested three
Georgia watermelons have arrived in and Henry Wheat, a colored man, of Alof but abort duration,broke the wave for a tramps and confined them in the city locklolland, and are sold at from forty to six- legan, had a dispute over some change
OoaainloskireUat.
time and on Thursday afternoon and even- up but it was evident thst they were not
ty cents apiece.
and finally clinched. As the men fell,
T>EACH, W. H. CommissionMerchant, and
ing the heat was but moderate.No cases the ones wanted. Sheriff Woltman wu
dealer in Qrsln, Floor and Frodnce. Highest
Wheat threw his arms around McLean’s
market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
The MethodistChurch parsonage is beot utter prostration have been reported.
notified sod put upon the track of three
store, corner Eighth and Fish streets.
neck, and drawing his head toward him
ng remodeled and will be greatly imother tramps that Marshal Vaupell susbit his ear completely off.
The steamer Douglas will run an exBrafi asi Medielnei.
proved in appearance.
pected and on Wednesday be captured
cursion to* Muskegon under the auspices
TVOEBBURO, J. O. Dealer in Drugs and Modithree well dressed men at Big Rapids
Jimmie Koning, clerk of the American
Ex- Mayor Harrington ^ will be fiftyclnes, Paints and Oils, Brashes, &c. Phyof the Holland Fire Department on next
and brought them to this city Thursday
Hotel, Muskegon, was home this week
sicians prescriptionscarefallyput up. Eighth St.
three years old next Thursday, July 30th,
Wednesday. This will be made the most
morning when the clothes they wore were
visitingbis parents and friends in this loVT’AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Medl- He bolus his years well.
pleasant excursion of the season. A beauclnes, Paints, Oils, etc. Proprietor of Dr. W.
identifiedby Mr. Harringtonand his clerk
cality. Jimmie will bo at work again
tiful ride on Lake Michigan of forty miles
Van den Serge’s Family Medicines. River Street.
The saw mill at East Overisel. be oext week and all who go to Muskegon aud twenty-four miles on two of the most as those taken from the atoro. The
TX7AL8H, HEBER, Druggist and Pharmacist;a onging to Mr. Klaas Boerman was on the excursionnext Wednesday are inmen then weakened, confessed to taking
V V fall stock of goods appertaining to the busbeautiful inland bodies of water in the
iness.
vited to call and see him.
the clothes and waiving examinationwere
burned to the ground last week Friday.
state is a most desirable way to spend a
lield in bonds of $800 for trial at the next
ruraltun.
Last Tuesday morning os the schooner portion of a pleasant day and we hope our
First Reformed Church Sabbath
term of the Circuit Court. The names
-VfEYER, BROUWER & CO., Dealers in all School of Grand Rapids will hold a picnic R. Kanters was being towed up the river citizenswill give the department a liberal
given by them are James Kelley, John
ivl kinds of Furniture, Curtains, Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames,etc.; River St.
at Macatawa Park next Thursday,July 30. at Chicago, the schooner ran into a patronage and encourage the organization.
Anderson and Thomu H. Kelley. Mr.
every Saturday.

effect
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Jhe

Onml

bridge,

G. A SONS, GeneralDealers in
Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hate and
Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street.

is em-

woolen mill near Milwaukee,
his parents

a two-week’s

visit.

fMTY HOTEL, Williams Bros., Proprietors.
The only flrst-clsss hotel in the city. Is located in the buslneas center of the town and has
one ot the largest and best sample rooms in the
state. Free bns in connection with the hotel.

Agnew and

Suit. J. K. V.

this

Roadmaster

week on

and

an

inspecting tour.

T)HCENIX HOTEL.

Jss. Ryder, proprietor.
Located near the C. A W. M. R’y depot, has
good facilities for the travelingpublic,and its
table is nnsurpoised. Free hack for accommo-

JT

dation of guests.

Rev. H. Uiterwijk,

a

former pastor of

Reformed Church of this city,
aud his daughters, of Graud Rapids, are

the Third

the jib

boom

of the vessel

our

gan.

last issue. The respondents came into

Hope Church Picnic.

court and changed their plea

and

io

excellentbargains.

GENERAL

Justice

Post suspended sentence, they paying the

%

U. 8.

GRANT.

Picnics are all the rage at present, and

what

is it that

America's Greatest General Read.

people long for these ex-

& CO., Proprietors
Manufacturers of new Process Floor. Near foot of Eighth street.

which in the three cases
tremely warm days more than to spend as
Shortly after eight -o’clock, Thursday j
amounted to $20. The yacht now lies at
much of their time as possibleIn the
at Macatawa Park.
morning, July 28, General Grant sxpUad
Scott’s dock, and has been doing nothshady groves of Macatawa park or on the
after a long and painful illfaesi that has
We learn that Rev. G. Van der Wall, ing this week.
shore of Lake Michigan. Last Wednesbeen watched with anxiety by the people
of the Cape of Good Hope, Africa, is via
The Kennedy Comedy Company is day four hundred of the members and atof a great a^d grateful nation, and by all
Ring in this country, and is expected in booked for an entertainment at Lyceum
tendants of Hope Church donned their
the nations of/ the earth. At; half past
this city in a few days.
Opera House next week. This is a highly picnic behaviors and went forth to “eat,
four o’clock Wednesday morning the
recommended company. After playing drink, and be merry” at the most popular
Jjast Saturday a silver eel was cadtht
General was discovered to be worse, and
here they play two nights in Grand Ha- of all summer resorts, Macatawa. The
in Macatawa bay on a set line. The eel
the anxious household at Mount Mewas a beauty and measured three feet in ven, and then cross the lake and play one picnic wu, strictly speaking, the Sabbath

TTAN RAALTE, B., dealear in

length and weighed six pounds.

Limy

asd Bill Statin.

TT AVER KATE, G.

U.

and Boarding
and good horses can alon. On Fish street, near Scott’s

Stable. Fine

ways be

relied

J., Livery

rigs

hotel.

VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale

.

round

urday morning just as we predicted

a

home making

s

Botilf,

he ticketsare sold at $1.00 for the

not being fully turned,

R’y went over the road

ployed in

V

its

Sterling of the Chicago and West Mich.

Master Henry Bkeyman, who

TT'AN PUTTEN,

owing to

Harringtonseems to be marked for such
was carried trip. Tickets passing gentleman and lady depredations,as this is the third time
away and other slight damage done. The will be sold for $1.50 and children under surglsrs have visited him in two yean.
schooneris doing as well this season as twelve years will be charged fifty cents. He says, however, Jhat he still has s large
could be expectedaud Captain Van Ry is Go and take your family out for a good, and very fine stock of clothing left in spite
ong, and pleasant ride and enjoy the cool
n good spirits.
of these midnight customers tod all who
and refreshingbreezes from Lake Michiwill call on him he will show them some
The steamboatwar terminatedlost Sat-

Dealer!.

m

IN

Stable;

Ninth street, near Market.
Mifiufftctorlii,Milli, Shops, Ito.

PAUBL8, VAN PUTTEN

A

of

v

Plugger Mills

.

Farm

impie-

Last Saturday night the wind blew
the roof of a barn belongingtoB.

R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be
found in his office in First Ward Drug Store,
on Eighth street.

TT'REMERS, H.., Physicianand Surgcou. ResJA. Idence on Twelfthstreet, cor. of Market St.

Office at the drug store of Kremers A Bangs.. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m.,and from 5 to 6 p.m

of
Is

Graafschap.

A

Jeweler,

Appleton, Wis., during the en-

at

early next week.

Last Tuesday night an Unusual specta

Brezee’b Grand Rapids Herald is ever land. Marshal Vaupell had under his ar
welcome guest

at this office

and

we

are

rest

and

In the dirty and

miserable place

glad to see that the paper is meeting with

called a lock-up, two

deservedsuccess throughout this part of

families,upon a charge of being “disor-

women, mothers o

streets.

TV

J

(j&WWtiflSi.
I. 0. Of 0. r.

erenlDK of each week.
Visiting brothers are cordiallyInvited.
J. Kruissnsa, N. G.
L. D. B Aldus, R. 8.

F.

A

A. X.

A Regular Communicationof Uhitt Lodoi,

fined $11.50 which they paid.

Produce, Etc.

The

readers of the

News

will notice in

Swift will be
of

home agaio about the

first

Batter, 11, 12c;
Hkrs, 18c; Honey, 14c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes, 50c.

drain, Pud, Etc.
(WBOLBSALR.)
(VonecUd every Friday by W. H. Beach.)

....

*
•

(S.Gu,

will give

18,

19,

20,

being

has arrived, and

plump and hard. With

al

the market

V

care

if

we

did not

we never got a cent from our de-

linquent subscribers.The occasion was a
enjoyable one,

and

it

was truly a

past, may success crown

Hope Church

crying for “more

’—such gatherings.

will visit this city on

Home

and

weather of the past two weeks has

dr;r

startec

receptionis

committee who

^

in the

hands of

are competent

a local

to tend to

Shrady

to revive the

maining,but
had

to

spark of

to no avail,

life still re-

and human pow-

submit to the Divine will. The

General was apparently conscious until a
short time before dissolution,

nized those about him,

and

and

recog-

answered

questions in a feeble voice with “yes’’ or

“no.” His family were by bis

bedside

constantly and watched the departing of
a great life with moistenedeyes. The fol-

lowing is an account of the last moments
of

Gen. Grant’s

and the eyes

life: “It

wu

General were closing.
grew more bushed u the

of the

His breathing

and lungs wero

last functions of the heart

hastened to the closing of
dent’s life.
to be

8;07 o'clock,

A

the

ex-presi-

peaceful expression seemed

deepening in the firm and strong-

lined face, and

wu

it

reflected

u

a closing

comfort in the sad hearts that beat quickly
under the streu of loving suspense.

A

minute more passed and the General drew
a

deeper breath. There was an exhala-

and

tion like that of one relieved of long

anxious tension. The members of the
group were impelled each to step nearer

the bed, and each waited to note the next
of course require an respiration,but it did not come then— it
extra amount of time and labor to get never came. There was absolute stillness

at this place it will

everything in running order, but with

in the

such cooperation of city and country as

that no sound broke the silence save tbo

room and

a

hush of expectancy,so.

we may reasonably look
of

for it can not fall singing of birds in the pines outside tho
being a success. We desire especially cottage, and the measured throbbing of
call the attention of the farmers to our the engine that all night had waited by

them

but strongly urge

to

be sure

hibit some of their stock or
each

work up

ry in his
tors will

to ex-

produce. Let

a feelingof pride

and

the little mountain depot

down

Thus passed away ono

America’s great-

of

the slope.”

est military men.

rival-

Metsages of sympathy from all parts of
neighborhood and exhibi- the United Statu are being unt to the
not be wanting. We met one of
grief-strickenfamily, and their grief is a

own

our leading farmers the other day

tion. That

is

the

way. We

are confident for a day or

two. The family’! 'choice of
that a superior quality of butter can be burial place is divided between Washingand if made in this locality, let us by s ton and New York.

Monday next to look corn along nicely and the prospectsnow
. The mat- are good for a fair yield of that cerrial.
public exhibitionestablish a

at the sites offered by Holland
ter of

drawing near. Every /ettort

was made by Drs. Douglas, Sands and

who nation’s sorrow. The arrangements for
claimed a superiority of bis butter over the funeral have not yet been made and
in the price, farmers any other made here, sad defied competinothing will be known concernfng them

are in good spirits. The hot
managers of the Soldiers’

the end was

firm at ninety cents per bushel and with a
prospect for a raise

The

Com

‘ ~

and 21. We
further particulars In a future

Mich., on August

issue.

Buckwheat, 40c; bran, 9 100 1m.,66c; Bariev
V 100 fcs., $1.00; Clover seed, V bn. I4.&0;
Meal, V 100 fits., 1.05; Corn, shelled
Meal, V 100
1C
$5.20; Fine Corai Mea),
Ds., $1.40; freed,
ton, $20.00; Feed,
V 100 Ms.,
1.05c.; Hay. $6.00,
«d,V100
I
$9.00; Middling,
100 1
Its., 80c; Oats. 87c;
J*
Peartl Barley
Barley.Jp
W 100 Its..
lbs.. $6,00 ; Rye, wv,
50c; Timothy
TTUCAV white, 88; Red Fultz,
Seed, $2.50; Wheat,
Lancaster Red, 90.

lemonade and plenty to eat

was rapidly failing, and that

their patient

er

arrangements for the picuic

coming exhibition and not only request,

Harvest time

gan, will be held in Benton Harbor,

BIT AIL.

Besns.

The

were admirably carried out, and with

to

August.

buildings could be erected.
(WBOL18ALR.)
through the past week the farmers in this
[OorrteUdevery Friday by E. J. Barrington.)
The seventh annual reunion of the sol- locality have been gathering the ripe
Apples,60c; Beana, 80c, $1.00; cuuer,
Batter. u,
9,10c;
iuc;
Rgga. 12c; Honey, 12c; Onions,"
60c; Potatoes, diers and sailors, of Southwestern Michi- grain. The yield of wheat will he abun20c. New Potatoes, 60c.
dant. The quality is first- class, the berry

Apples, 60c;

self.

new advertisementof R. E
S. 0. and W. A. Agricultural Society.
Werkman who has purchased the grocery
In another column will be found a nobusiness formerly owned by M. Jonkman
We are pleased to learn from the Recre
tice from the board of county examiners
The store will be known as the Phoenix tary of the Fair Associationthat its work
giving the date and place of meeting o
Cheap Cash Store. With a good stock o is progressing finely. Not only is the mathe board for the examinationof teacbera
goods, honest dealing, and courteous terial for the fence and buildings mainly
in the county.
treatmentMr. Werkman expects to gain a on the grounds,but the contract for the
The building of T. Keppel, on the cor- patronagesecond to none in tfie city. With building of the fence has been let and a
a liberal dose of printer’sink he will suc- considerable portion has already been
ner of Cedar and Eighth streets is nearing
built. Work on the track will be com
completion. What the building is in- ceed.
menced in the immediate future, and very
tended for is a “great secret” and is only
Mr. Wm. Swift and wipe, of the Park
soon
the time for holding of the first Fair
known to the owner.
Hotel, of this city, are visitingin Dakota
will be made public and the premium lists
In a letter dated at White Lake, Mr. Swift
The Douglas Record wants telephonic
will be sent out. This being the first fair

with the new buildings, presentsa much
improved appearance.There are two
more corners on these streets, where good

^tarketss.

of

picnics, and we, like Oliver Twist, are

says that the thermometer is 108 degrees
Ko.191,F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall
Holland, Mich., at 7 o’clock,on Wednesdaj connectionwith this city. Thst matter is
Id the shade with a dry hot breeze that is
evenings, Jan. 28, Feb. 80, March 86, April !S, easily arranged Bro. Winslow if the busiMay 27.
•..June
June 24,
84, July 22, Aug. 10, 8ept. 23,
28, Oct. 21,
almost unbearable. The country without
No?. 18, Dec. 16. bt. John.e days June 24, ana ness men of your littleburg will back up
trees, and farms without fences is a sight
Dec. 27.
their desire with the cash.
O. Bbithah, W. M.
that he could not get used to, and thinks
D. L. Botd.&c’v.
^THEcorners of Eighth and River streets Michigan good enough for him. Mr.

©ur

member

the cld log church

this issue a

Watches, Clocks, this city.
ewelry and Spectacles,cor. Ninth and Ce-

dar street*.

of

happy day for all. In the future as io the

pleading “guilty” to the charge, were each

logical Survey, is spending his vacation in

T17YKBUYSEN, H., dealer in

and

long ago, and pitched in and enjoyed our-

They were taken before
most
Justice Post Wednesday morning, and

and nected with the PennsylvaniaState Geo-

»

Sunday school

derly persons.”

'

News man

vitation,put on our best bib, pinned our

the
cle was witnessed by the citizensof Hol-

a

school picnic, but the

long ears back and was again a

wind of this section

dealer in fancy goods. Corner of Market

and Eighth

The

boat Cora Fuller collided accident-

reputation

for ourselves in this respect. If our far-

In this city flags are 'at half-mast, and

business places, and in

many

Instances

mers, stockralsers and fruitgrowerswill private resldencu, are being draped in
their reception.
broke three stanchions of her cabin and interest themselves in this matter we doubt mourning.
RKTAIL.
An effort wu made this week to collect sustained other damage. .Early this week not bat what each one attending will be
Buckwheat,50c
General U. S. Grant wu truly a great
money enough to pay for ringing the First she met with another mishap and broke agreeablysurprised with the result.
man.
Hla opportunitywu truly oppor100 Me., 1.16 ; Cora, shelled.66c; Floor,
Church bell at seven o’clock in the morn- her crank shaft and is at present laid up
Burglars.
Fine corn neal.JV 100 Ms., $1.60; Feed, *
tune.
He hu been accorded the rare
ing, at noon, and at six o’clock in the af- in Grand Haven for repairs. Captain
rivilege of being able to afford to die.
The
clothing
store
of
E.
J.
Harrington
ternoon. We have not learned whether Hopkine informs us, however, that ahe
., $6.00; Rye, 6&c; Timothy
hu exhibited him, not withont
wu burglarizedlut Saturday night and
the money wee secured.
will resume her run next week end will it
nits, bnt u a men, a true man and a
as near u can be estimated somewhere in
the eemo time make arrangements to ran
Mayor R. Kanters returned home last
good man-ilaple-mindod
between Saugatuck,Holland and Grand the neighborhood of one b
Cut*, Wednesday morning from Buffalo, N. Y.#
may commit.
worth of clothing taken,
Hevenin theft
the fruit trade as soon u the
Peter
where he hee been looking after his buaigained
an
entrance by
the
wire
the moio it
seteon properly
Mayor Kanters reports
screen of a back window
prying it glitter .nd «ppunl Kite, until be hu

UVCU,

ally with the

yacht Donglu lut week and

&%>
0

u

^

m.

‘fin

Gregor were soon aware of the fact that

the state militia. The exact family were invited, and accepting the in-

date of their entertainmenthere will be

Kamps, announced

Charles Scott, son of President Chas.
Scott of Hope College, who has been con-

Witohu »td Jewilry.

REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker,

The

off

getting as wild as that of Dakota.

VATES, 0. E.. Physician and Surgeon . Office
at residence on the corner of River and Michigan.
Eleventhstreets, formerly occupied by the late Dr
Ledeboer.

1)

week

campment of

Ninth Streets.

"DEBT,

A

*

ments and machinery. Cor. River and
Fhyiioiiai.

costs of suit,

has

obUining eddi-

open wer* euily
sacked the whole i

Thw

itn-

toed forth
nth t mu
mea In
in the
men. Thu he hu
himeelf to hUtory.
*

-

*

__

front

ruk

committed
to

a

na-

I

B

''

'

l|allai|il

4#2

f

*

THE EAST.
Gen. Grant's enforced idleness is becoming irksome and his physician is seeking some means to divert the mind of the
sufferer. His general condition has not
materially changed within the last week or
so ____ Joseph F. Cottringer, of Philadelphia, ex- Secretary of the Central Transportation Company of Pennsylvania,
pleaded guilty to charges of embezzlement
and forgery, and was sentenced to four
years' solitary confinement Cottrin-

ger is 68 years old and the
head of a respectable family .....
The dwellingof Joslah M. Evans, near
Grahamton, Pa., was burned the other
right, six of his children perishing in the
fames. Evans, his wife, and three other
childrennarrowly escaped. .. .Zoe B., the
famous trotter, was sold at Pittsburgh to
an Italian gentleman for $10,000. The
purchaser will take her to Borne ____ Fire
in the grocery establishment of Thurber,
Why land & Co., New York, caused damage to the extent of $160,000; fully insured.

The gallantry of an engineer named
George Murphy saved the lives of a number of passengers on the West Jersey Railroad near Atlantic City. The train ran off
the track, but the engineer stnct to his
post, checking the speed of his train, but
sacrificing his own life by so doing ____ Fire
in the Now York and New England Railroad Company's car shops, near Boston,
ruined about one-halfof the company's
extensive work?, the loss being placed at
$200,000, with full insurance ____ The extensive cotton mills at Utica, New York,
will suspend operations during the month
of August, and possibly for a longer period, depriving a large number of men of
employment ____ A new oil-field has been
discovered on a mountain near Elmira,
N. Y., the indications being that the deposit is a very rich one ____ Thirty persons
were prostratedby the heat in New York
and Brooklyn in one day ____ Sixty persons
were overcome by foal air and smoke in '
blasting at Boxbuiy, Pa., two of whom
died. . .Rev. Dr. Irenes us Prime, for nearly fifty years editor of the New York Observer, died at Manchester,Vt., after a

-

’

A DifiPATCH^from Miles City, Montana,
says that excitement runs high there,
caused by a report that five cowboys and
seven Cheyenoes had been killed in a fight
on the Rosebud. At Fort Keogh jt is
learned that the Pine Ridge and other
Cheyennes on the Tongue River are quarreling with the Cheyennes on the Rosebud,

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

the news Condensed.

_ ' _ _ ,

insisting upon
reservation to

The

•

'

ilt

'

President has iisned a special civil-

ported as

and the

still

strik

of Jersey cattle in Lexington,
Ky., forty-six head brought the sum of
a sale

$9,060,an average of $197 a head. One
cow brought $430. .. .Thomas J. Boasso,
Chief of Detectives at New Orleans, was
shot and supposablymortally wounded by
Mary C. Knhne, who alleges that Boasso

was recently submitted to the Secretary of

showing signs of an intention

to make trouble. There are factions
among the strikers, however, and some of
them are in favor of returning to work at
once.
. .East Saginaw mill-owners threaten
to shut down for the year if the labor
troubles there continue.* One or two proprietors have already taken the course
indicated.At Bay City work has been
partly resnmed.
.

The

effect of high license in St Louis

has been the closing of 250 wine and beer

saloons since July 1....A census just
taken of Nebraska shows that the population of the State is over 700,000, as against
452,000 in 1880. The population of Omaha
was increasedfrom 30,652 in 1880 to
61,835. .. .Lars Gunderson, late Postmaster at Cumberland,Wis., who absconded
recently, leaving a deficit of $5,000 in
official accounts,
found
in Manitoba by an inspector, to whom
he voluntarily surrendered himself ____

his

was

While George Johnson, a yonng farmer
living near Alden, Iowa, was kissing his
wife good-night he cut the throat of her
sister, Grace Rand, who was sharing her
bed, and then committed suicide. Johnson
is said to have been infatuated with his
victim and to have killed her to prevent
her marriage, which was fixed for an early
day.
. .Omaha dispatch:“General Howard,
who recentlywrote PresidentCleveland,
suggesting the possibility of a hostile
demonstration at Salt ' Like on the
part of the Mormons on their pioneers’anniversary,has received a telegram from the
President directing him to keep all the
posts of the Western Platte Department in
full strength and be prepared for any emergency that may arise in Utah in the near
future. . Gen. Hatch, with the Fifth Cavalry, has been ordered to remain in readintss at Ogalalla, Neb., to proceed bv fast
train to Salt Lake if necessary. The Sixth
Infantry, at Fort Douglas, U.T., consisting
of 560 men, will be retained there, and are
considered sufficient to guard against anything except an organized outbreak. "
.

Navy as giving tho statement of

the

ROACH ON HIS BACK.

\

.

Mobile, Ala., as President. The Master
House-Painters’ Association of the United
States and Canada held its first general
convention in Chicago. Titus Berger, of
Pittsburgh, was chosen President for the
ensuing year.

According to reports to

Bradstreet's,

there were 185 failures in the United States
during the week, against 170 in the preced-

dry goods, 6; shoes. 5; carpenters, 5; fancy

goods, 5; hardware, 5; books, stationery,
etc., 5: millinery,s; hotels and restaurants,
4; clothing.4; bakers and confectioners,3;
grain and millers, 3; .hats, 3; jewelry, 3;
bankers, 2. Br ails tr eel’s, in its weekly
commercialsummary, says: “The general
trade situation, as reported by special telegrams to BradstreeVs,is characterized by
the customarydullnessobservableat this

season of the

year. The

plethora

of money

.

‘

terestedin the industrial arts, asking their

views as to the feasibility of simplifying
the tariff and snbstitntmgsnecificfor ad
valorem duties. The resultsof tho inquiry
will be laid before Congress ____ Senator
Manderson, of the Senate Committee on
Territories, has just completeda tour of
New Mexico, and as a result of his observations will tile a report next December
againstits admissionns a State.

.

.

.

A cabinet council was held at London
to consider tho Russo-Afghanboundary
question, after which Lord Salisbury,Lord
Iddesleigh, and Sir Michael Hicks-Beach
had a consultationat the foreign office with
Baron de Stool, the Russian Ambassador.
It was snbseqnently announced that the
negotiations between England and Russia
were progressingin a satisfactorymanner.
French foreign office is

land’s Decision.

[New York telegram.]

Saturday afternoon a notice of assignment was filed in the County Clerk’s office*
by John Roach, the well-knownship-builder. About the same time notice was posted,
at the iron- works on East 9th street to theeffeot that employes would be paid on Monday by Mr. Mooney, Roach's bookskeepeiv
and that the works would be closed till
farther notiol. George M. Quintard and.
George E. Weed are named assignees,and.
preferencesare given to the amount of
$122,217.78.The preferred creditorsareWilliam Rowland, of New Brunswick, N.
J., $62,217.18; the Mechanics and
Traders’ Bank of Brooklyn, $20,600, and
P. W. Gallaudet & Co., $40,000. Shortly
after the notice was posted at the worksMr. Roach, accompanied by his two sons,
Garrett and Stephen, left for the ship-

distance from Chicago to the
sun has been figured down to a moderately close certainty ; but what is needed
in hot weather a good deal more than
nice precisionin such matters is a suspender that won’t fade.

every $1

NEW

YORK.
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Secretary Whitney on the Failure.
[Newport

L) special.]

(R.

Secretary of the Navy Whitney, speaking
of the assignment of John Roach .t Sons,
said to-night:"I must admit that I was
very much surprised to learn of the assignment of Mr. Roach, and I am sorry for it,
yet I do not see how the Navy Department
of the Government is in any way responsible. As a matter of fact there is only
$15,000 or $20,000 difference between tho
Government and Mr. Roach. All he could
connect tfye Government with in the matter is this: He would say: ‘The Dolphin ia
ready and the Government refuses to receive her, and I cannot get my $15,000 or
the suspensionof a man like thAt, I cannot
tell you. In the matter of the assignment,
and the individuals preferred, it is clear
that the Government is protected, for tho
reason that we hold the bondsmen whom
Mr. Roach has given the preference.”Tho
Secretary said tnere was no reason why tho
other contracts should not bo proceeded

•

•

_

Itoach on the Diaanter,
“As to the causes which have led up tomy assignment,strictly speaking, it is not
a failure," said John Roach to a New York
reporter; “that is to say, my assignees will
be able to pay $2 for every $1 of liabilitie*
if they realize anything like the real valueof my property. I cannot say what the
exact amount of my liabilities is, nor what
the sum of the assets will be to meet them.
If the people understood this matter, if
the mendacious free-traderhad not so ex-

them, the

tensivelydeceived

failure-

of John Roach would be

looked
national calamity. This is not a party question. I have been a Republican, but above
that I have first, last, and ever been an
American. It was my great ambition that
our nation should recover its glory and
prosperityon the seas.^ I incorporated
companies to sail vessels, and, despite the
fact that the Government lent me scant encouragement,whilp foreign Governmentspractically supported their ship-builders,I
1 have proved that it is possible for us tosecure an immense foreign trade and to become. if the Government would but lift it*

upon from ocean to ocean as a

consenting finger, the greatest sea-trading

nation of the earth. Basinets became
stagnant about
year ago when
the Presidential nominations werebeing made. The ‘free ship' movement was strong, for it has a catchy
sound. The Democraticparty is supposed
to favor free ships, and when the election
excitement began and people saw the
possibility of Democratio success and of
the passage of a law that would mean th*
annihilationof American shipbuilding

a

there was no business. All the work, therefore, that I

••

1

i

have on hand has been tho

construction of the new dispatch-boat and
the three n6V cruisers. In the meantime
the Democracy had come into power, and
prepared to prove their prophecy thit the
appropriation was not honestly spent The
Dolphin, a strong, substantial,excellent

2

life

owed.

.

2

.

M

he

with.
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Mr. Garrett

$20,000.’Now whether that would causo
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Corn— No. .................... .46 & .47
Oats-No. ...................... .33 (® .34
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French
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INDIANAPOLIS.
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2 Red ................ 94 @ .98
nahas gathered about him is a notable Henry C. Stark; at Hyde Park, Mass.; voted ...A large number of Americans Wheat-No.
Corn- Mixed. ................
.46 & .46
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si & .34
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EAST LIBERTY.
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*

said.”

Sound.

builder’splace on the

Roach said in answer to quo -lions that th»
complicationsarisingfrom the recent decisions of Attorney General Garland had.
induced his father to plqce all his propertyin the hands of trustees, so that the interests of all creditors might be guarded.
Mr. Quintard, one of the assignees, sard
the assignment had been a surprise to
him. There was no doubt os to its be*
ing due to SecretaryWhitney’saction in.
the case of the Dolphin, and he (Quintard)

[Cheater (Pa.) dispatch.]
The news of the failure of John Roach
caused considerable excitement here, where
his solvencyhod never been questioned.
Up to within a year ago his weekly pay-roll
was never less than $15,000. Now It ia
conference with Secretary Whitney, after
about $7,000, but this will be reduced towhich it is probable that ho may resume
morrow, when 400 men will be laid off.
business. All his employes have been
Onlv enough workmen will be kept to finish
paid in full. Only a sufficient force will be
the Mallory ship Comal. Representativea
retained at his yards to fulfillexisting conof the Winchester Company say the shiptrols. ”
yard was a separate corporation and was not
included in the assignment. The yard will
All Comes Even in the End.
be affected, however, and ns Mr. Roach is a.
“One hundred doses for $1,” is the large stockholderin the Chester rolling
way a patent medicine heads its “ad.” mills, blast furnace, and Combination Iron
Man takes $1 worth. Then the under- and Steel Company, located here, it is difficult to foretellthe result on these places.
taker comes along and it costs the man
Work on the cruisersBoston and Chicago
$100 for one close. Thus we see all and the monitor Puritan will virtuallybo
things come around even in this old suspended.

reported from the leading
financial centers is as heavy as ever.
The industrial situationis less satisfactory, and strikes and industrial suspensions
have increased.Mercantile collectionsare
less prompt. There is a slight gain in the world, after all When wheat is cheap
movement of general merchandisereport- flour is high, and when you can buy a
ed from Chicago, and leading dealers in whole stall-fed ox for four cents a
various lines there look confidently for- pound, beefsteak keep? right up to
ward to a good fall trade. At Bos- nineteen cents, with a close flavor of
ton general trade is very dull, and the horns at that. When the telephone
the prospect for tho coming autumu is concompany chops two holes through the
sidered doubtful. There is a partial exroof of your house for nothing, it
ception so far as dry goods are concerned.
The lines of samples out are said to be ex- makes up for it by charging you fifty
tensive and already active, and some deal- cents for telling the coal man to bring
ers look ahead to a good trade in the au- you twelve tons of hard coal when you
tumn.” ____ News comes from Quebec of the only tried to order three quarts of ice
drowning of three young men and a young cream from tho confectioner’s. Oh,
lady, at St Alero des Mont, County it’s all right. At least “is” is, and
Maskenonge, Canada. They were crossing whatever is, is right.— ft J. Burdette.
a river in a boat, which upset.

.

Making an Assignmentfor the Benefit
of flls Creditors Owing to Gar-

thought Mr. Roach feared similar
action on the part of the Secretary in regard to other contracts.• There was $69,000 owing to Mr. Roach for repairs on tho
double-turretmonitor Puritan, besidesnational calamity ____ The Scotch riflemen money on the three cruisers, the Atlanta,
won by eight points the maten for tho the Boston, and the Chicago. He believed,
there was $223,000 due on the Chicago*
challenge trophy at Wimbledon.
Joe Vinton, of Montreal, who has and $6,000 each on the Atlanta and Boston*
and uncertainty as to payment of these
saved thirty-two people from drowning, amounts was the cause of the assignment.
has been presented with a gold watch and Mr. Quintard thought Mr. Roach's properchain bv Canadian officials....Th 3 heat ty was sufficientto pay all claims. He
last week was a source of discomfortand added that Mr. Roach was completely brokcomplaint at nearly every point in the coun- en down physically. Mr. Aaron J. Vontry both North and South. Sunstrokes derpoel, one of the great shipbuilder'slawwere numerous aud some of them had a yers, said his client was a very sick man,
Jjut he was sure every creditor would be
fatal ending.
paid in full, as Mr. Roach could pay $2 for

ing week, and 211, 162. and 131 in the
correspondingweeks of 1884, 1883, and
1882 respectively. About 90 per cent were
New York telegram: “John Roach’s
those of small traders whose capital was
assets
are said to bo about $4,000,000. His
less than $5,000. In the principal trades
they were as follows: Grocers, 28; liabilitieshave not been ascertained, but it
liquors,26; general stores, 15; drugs, 12; is thought he will be able to pay them in
manufacturers, 10; tobacco aud cigars, 9; full, and have a handsome fortune left.
furniture,l); produce and provisions. 7; His legal representatives will soon h ;ve a

Board in the controversy over that vessel,
is a voluminous document, and almost entirely of
technical nature. It argues that the vessel is possessed
of the necessary strength, and says
the designers 'alone are responsible for
her speed. . .A Washington dispatch says
that fire broke oat suddenlyin the Post
building,at the corner of Tenth and D
streets,northwest,and soon the upper
stories were wrapped in flames. The buildFORElGIt.
ing was occupied by the Washington Daily
Post, the NationalRepublican,the WashThe managers of the suspended Munster
ington Critic, the Sunday Gazette, the
Bank
will endeavorto borrow sufficient
United State Electric Light Company, and
severalother tenants. The editorial, com- money in England to liquidatethe bank’s
posing, and press rooms of the four papers present indebtedness. A run was begun,
are completely ruined, and the business of- on the Hibernian Bank, which has fortyfices flooded with water. The building, two branches in Ireland, and which has
which is owned by Stilson Hutchins, was been compelled to require a seven dayg’ no- \
valued at $80,000, and is said to be covered tice of an intention to withdraw deposits.
by insurance.”
....At a conference of English sugarThe Treasury Department has just com- refiners held in London it was resolvedto
petitionthe Marqnis of Salisbury to bring
pleted a statement of the distilleries in opbefore the people an aUeged in justiceby the
erationin the country and their production American Government in paying a bounty
daily. There are 327 distilleries running, through its teriff laws to American exportproducing 164,424 gallonsdaily. Of these, ers of refined sugars....The Salvation
16 are in Illinois, producing19,737 gallons Army in England purposes to establish a
daily. The distilleries of Illinois are pro- system of pickets in front of houses of illducing 6,200 gallons per day more than fame, the object being to make a note of
one year ago. . .Ex- Senator Francis Ker- all who enter such places.
At Paris a denan, of New York, has declinedthe ap- cree divorcing the Marquis de Caux from
pointmentof Government Director of tne Madame Patti has been prononneed ____ M.
Union Pacific Railroad.
de Lessens is urging upon the French MinSecretary Manning has addressed a ister of Pnblic Works a scheme for a canal,
navigableby the largest iron- clads, from
circular to manufacturers and others inHavre to Marseilles.
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THE SOUTH.

two years.
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partment, providing that appointments
The dtief of the Bureau of Statistics
shall be apportioned among he States and reports that the number of immigrants ar- Ifce Big Ship Bailor Wonted in His*
Teiritories according to population,ns
rived in the United States during the fiscal.
Fight with the Hew Adshown by the last census.
ministration.
•

by

the

ers there Are re-

.

.

WASHIttGTOIl.

definitely,

.

latter leaving' their Which has brought om the fact that ex- less than dor ng the year ending June 30,
south upon the war
Senator Pomeroy had been anxious for the 1882— the year of the greatest immigration.
path. The Cheyennes on the Rosebud
place, and was not unwillingto turn the
The arrangementbetween the Pennsylare peaceableand prefer to remain
quiet. The others threatenedthe prohibition vote of the country over to the vania aud the New York Central Railways
life of Indian Agent Stevens at Democrats in order to get it Webb is a is said, on high authority, to have been
Rosebud. He fled to Fort Custer and Republican, an old resident of the District practicallyconsummated, and to contembat never had anything to do with politics.
telegraphedthe facts to the department
.The Georgia House of Representatives plate an offensive and defensivealliance,
commander at Fort Snelling, Minn....
has passed a general local-option bill to with all that tho term implies. .. .In the
Samuel Crocker, editor of the War Chief,
apply to the counties in that State which scullingrace, three miles, at Pittsburgh,
the organ of the Oklahoma colonists,has
have not adopted prohibition.The bill Gaudaur defeated Teemer by a length in
been arrested on the charge of “seditions
19:35, beating the best record by 294 secnow goes to the Senate.
conspiracy” and “inciting seditionand reonds. Hosmer, Hamm, McKay, and Ten
bellion against the United States GovernEyck also storted.
ment ” A number of other arrests of setQuo warranto proceedings have been
tlers on the same charge is also recorded.
Two American railway employes are in begun before the Ohio Supreme Cou t
....Crop reports from th? Northwestern
States show that in mmy localities there jail at Sabinos, in Chihuahua,charged with against the board of managers of the peniwill be a better yield of wheat than insulting the Alcalde’s wife. The United
was at first anticipated,while the States Consul is investigating the cases, tentiary to test the new law empowering
the managers to parole first- term prisoners.
news concerning corn, oats, barley,potawhich are claimed to be part and parcel of ____ Chicago elevators contain 14,893,4‘35
toes, anil hay is very encouraging ____ The
a systematic persecutionto which Ameri- bushels of wheat, 824,792 bushels of corn,
Secretary of the Nebraska State Board of
cans in small Mexican cities and towns are 393,121 bushels of oats, and 8,436 bushels
Agriculture denies the report of crop blight,
being subjected. ...“When Gen. Middleton of rye; total, 16,119,784 bushels of
and reports of swarms of young locusts or
and staff reached Winnipeg, the other day, all kinds of grain, against 4,564,526
grasshoppers in the Valley of the Arkansas
they were warmly greeted at the station bushels a year ago. . .Two families, numand other parts of Colorado am also offififteen thousand people. Five bering seven persons,were swept away
cially denied ____ The dispute between the
hours later the troops arrived and marched while attempting to ford the Walnut River
cattlemen and Secretary Lamar in regard
through the gayly decorated streets to the near Douglas, Kan. All were drowned
to the trail through the Indian Tenitory
City Hall, where an address of welcome save one ____ The Wells & French car and
has been settled, the bullock barons yieldwas presented by the civic authorities, to car wheel shops, at the corner of Blue
ing under protestto the order from the Inwhich Gen. Middleton responded. At Island and Ashland avenues, Chicago, were
terior Department
night the city was brilliantlyilluminated. destroyed by fire, the loss being between
____ It is intended by the opponents of the
$200,000 and $300,000.
civil-service rules to bring tne law before
A deputation which visited the Earl
the United States Supreme Court, that its
Illicit distilleriesare increasingin constitutionality
may be tested ____ The re- of Carnarvon, Viceroy of Ireland, to ask
Middle Tenneseee. and whisky is selling ceipts of the Direct Cable Company during his support of a scheme for a Government
in North Alabama at 50 and 60 cents per the six months ended June 30 were £32,467
guarantee of a loan of £500,060by the
less than for the correspondingperiod of
Bank of Ireland to the Munster Bank was
gallon.... T. L. Airey, of New Orleans,
last year, owing to a reduction in the tariff
informed by his Lordship that the Governhas been elected President, and Jerome
of tolls. . .The National Cotton Exchange ment had no power to take such action,
Hill, of St. Louis, Vico President of the
of America met at Greenbrier White Sulexcept in an emergency threateninga
National Cotton Exchange for the ensuing
phur Springs, Va., with W. H. Gardner, of

there was no prospect of being reimbursed are estimated at $250,000.
by the Government he decided that the best
thing he could do would be to make an assignment He had $31,000 in bank which
he drew out and paid his men. His emThe report of tho Naval AdvisoryBoard
ployes number 2,500.
on tho construction of the Dolphin, which

iron mills in that city have shut down in-

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

service rule, applicable to the Pension De-
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Cleveland dispatchesstate that
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go

deceived her with a false marriage certificate —
David Ackles, colored,was hanged
at Helena. Ark., for murdering Frank Burrell and Seylla Flannery last year ____ Eaton
Mills, colored, a noted disperado,was
hanged in public at Halifax, N. C.
brief illness.
A passenger train on the Atchison.
John Roach, the ship-builder,has made
Topeka
and Santa Fe Railroad was ditched
an assignment to George E. Weed and
near
Wallace,
Tex. The accident was
George W. Quintard.His preferred claims
caused
by
a large irrigation ditch breaking
amount to about $122,000. No statement
over and washing away a portion of ho
is made in regard to his financial condition,
except that the trouble about the Dolphin, track. Harvey Wilson, the engineer, Frank
and the more recent decision of the Attor- Atchison, the fireman, and two other men
ney General that no valid contract existed be - were killed; Express MessengerBennett was
tween him and the Government are the dangeiously hurt, and a passenger named
causes leading to the assignment Ro ich has Abbott had his arm and leg fractured ____
expended great amounts of money on the The revivalof an old grudge at Stepstone,
Dolphin and the three new steel cruisers, Ky., between the Town Marshal, Perry
the Boston, Atlanta,and Chicago, and sees Oakley, and John Smith resul»d in the
no way by which he can be reimbursed. It death of the two latter, and NutyOsborn,
is also said that the trouble with the Gov- who came into the fiht later ____ John A.
ernment has preyed so heavily on his mind Armstrong and Alexander Coen, steamboat
that it has been necessary to keep a con- owners and lumber dealers. Wheeling,W.
stant watch on him. When he found that Va., made an assignment. Their liabilities

THE WEST.
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HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

looked over by the party, and pronounced 0. K. , and Jim Byrd proposed
to swap with the verdant stranger.
This was soon effected, and Jim was so
pleased with hie trade that he insisted
that there should

mand

Blanche K Bauer, ez'^i-cf^ister of
ihe Treasury, intends to reside in the
future at his old home in Mississippi.
A Wilkrbarre,Pennsylvania,uromau
fell off a chair and broke three ribs and
a collar-bone while trying to hang a
neighbor’s cat for eating her ohiokens.

The “John Bro^vn

Scaffold

Com*

be no

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.
—Detroit figures out a population of
182,559.

Report of the National Agricultural Bu-

—A

reau-FavorableOutlook for the
Mlchlgai Wheat Yield.

$20,000 hotel is being 'erected at

rueing or de- Hillsdale.

swap back. This was readily
agreed to. Next morning Jim’s little
boy came running in from the lot,
shouting,“Pa, pa, that old mule you
got yesterday-is blind in both eyes, and
can’t hear a bit" A close examination
proved the truth of the boy’s statement
Jim paid $10 to get his horse back
to

again.

Senator Evarts has given a law

oi

FREE NIAGARA

CROP PROSPECTS.
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The

International Park

at the Falls

on the

Opened

New

York Side.

normal school will be opened at

Flint about Sept.

—The

A Larger Corn Acreage In

1.

addition to the

jail

at

Saginaw City

completedOctober 15.

will be

Illinois

Than Last Year, and the
• Condition Good.

State

and Dominion , OffioialaPresent

in

All Their fflory— Miuio and
Bpeeohmaking.

—The
force of

Government is working a smnn

men on

Beach.

the

'

The National Repi

improvements at Sand

rt,

[Washington telegram.]
.-•'5

The July report of the Agricultural Department shows that cotton has made
>

—The

three heavy-weights’ of the

Con

stautiue police force aggregate 72G advoir- material improvement during June. There
dupois.
are few imperfect stands reported. The

[Niagara Falla special.]

Niagara never before saw such

a throng

os to-day attended the opening of the State

Park. Seemingly all Western New York
poured itself into the village. A score of

pany” has been organizedin Charles- etiquet to autogr&ph-hunters. He says
—The grass crop around Quincy is un- temperature and rainfall have favored special trains brought delegations from
town, West Virginia, where John If stamped and addressed envelops and
many States and from Canada. The word
usually fine, and is being secured in excel- growth, and fruiting has commenced in
Drown was executed. The company a card are inclosedit is a rule that the lent condition.
the lower Gulf States. Local droughts are “Welcome’’ greeted the visitor at every
turn. Bunting is displayed in every part
very rare, and moisture is generally suffiJias a capital of $1,200, and will manu- request shall be heeded— from patri—Governor Alger 1ms donated to the cient from Virginia to Texas. It in some- of tho village. The Union Jack, the Irish
facture relics from the lumber used in otic motives— because it gives the GovGreen, and tho Tricolor are mingled with
town named for him an entire block of what in excess in the lowlands, interfering the Stars and Stripes. Tbe hotels are lavmaking the scaffold on which Brown ernment 2 cent in pcstage. If one is
with cultivationand stimulating the growth
ground, on which the School Board will
ish in display. The fronts of the Interof grass. The general average condition
was hung. The wood is now contained obliged to go to the trouble of writing
national,Cataract.Spencer, and others are
erect a school building.
has advanced from 92 per cent in June to
in the poarch of a dwelling at Charles- both autograph and address, to furnish
96 per cent It has not been exceeded in almost hidden from sight by rich-hned
:

— E. H. Stone, of Grand Blnuc, went to
decorations. In front of the Cataract is a
July since 1880. This will insure, barring
Flint to do his trading, and dropped a
drawbacks so likely to come in tho fine arch. Many handsome decorationson
pocket-bookcontaining $200 and valuable later summer, a large crop. Averages the Canada shore show sympatheticrepanied merely by an inolosureof loose
of condition by States are as fol- joicing.
papers,
somewhere on the road.
When Mr. Fawcett, the late PoqJThe Reservation Commissioners met at
stamps. A poet of my acquaintance
lows: Virginia 98, North Carolina
master General, of England, returned
—The AgriculturalCollege triennialcal- 93, South Carolina 9G, Georgia 97, Florida the Cataract House at 10:30 a. m. There
once told me that his autograph reio health after lying for a time at
endar, now out, shows that 331 men have 95, Alabama 92, Mississippi99, Louisiana were present Commissioners Dorsheimer,
quests supplied him with stamps for all
Robb, Rogers, Anderson, and Green, and
been graduated since 18G1, of whom 1G1, 100, Texas 92, Arkansas 9U, Tennessee 97. Secretaiy and Treasurer Leighton Willdeath’s door, he stated that his illness
correspondence. Autograph - seekers
The
States east of the Mississippi stand as
or nearly half, became farmers. There are
had at least freed him from the fear of
ioms. The followingcable dispatch wa»
in June, except Georgia and Florida,which
probably found that loose stamps were
read:
212 of the graduates now living.
death. In the most serious part of his
have advanced two points. All the others
appropriated without compunction, for
“London, Eng., July 14.
give
higher
averages.
The
caterpillar
is
retrouble he felt no anxiety, and did not
—A 'Washington news item says: "Auditor
“To the Representativesof the State of New
they have changed the custom. I do
ported in Baker, Brooks, aud Dougherty
York at NiagaraFalls:
fear, as he had in health, that the end
Rhae, of the postpfflee, returned yesterday
not receive a great many such re juests
Counties, Georgia; iu Jackson and Madi“The. Commons Reservation Societyconwould be preceded by great pain, or a
from a fishing excursion to Spring Lake son Counties, Florida; in Montgomery and gratulatesthe State of New York on securnow. They come in great numbers af«evere struggle. He felt that his heart
Michigan. Ho reports that he caught a Elmore Counties,Alabama; in Cameron ing the Falls to tho public.”
ter making an important speech.
About 11:30 a delegation representing
thirty-pound muskallongeon Saturday, the County, Louisiana; aud iu Van Zandt
would slowly, and without his knowlCounty, Texas. The new wet worm has the Canadian Government drove over from
edge, cease to beat.
The mother of Mark Twain, who is largestfish ever known to have been caught been very abundant in Texas. The boil the Canadian side to take part in the cere62 years of age, and living at Keokuk, in those waters."
worm moth has been observed in Titus monies. It inolnded Lieut. Gov. RobinDr. J. L. Blair, of New Haven, has Iowa, has recentlybeen interviewed
son, of Ontario; the Hon. Oliver Mowatt,
—A specialfrom Novi, Oakland County, County, Texas.
The month has been favorable to the de- Premier of Ontario; Provincial Secretary
-constructed
astronomical clock “Sam was always a kind-hearted boy,” says an unknown tramp invaded the house
velopment of winter wheat. A slight im- Hardy; Lieut Col. Gzowski, Chairmon of
which shows the earth, moon and minor said Mrs. Clemens, “but he was a very of William Jones, den anding lodging,and, provement is indicated,which advances the
the Canadian Niagara Falls Commission;
planets in motion about the sun; the wild and mischievous one, and do what on refusal, smashing the furniture.Ho general average between two and three Commissioner Langmuir; and tho Governminutes, hours, days, weeks, and we would, we could never make him gc drove the family from the house. William points, or from 62 to nearly 65. A very or General’s secretary. An informal
slight decline is reportedin Connecticut,
reception was held daring the morning in
months of the year ; Mercury revolving to school. This used to trouble his Jones was at a neighbor’s at the time, and
New York, Pennsylvania, and in some of the hotel parlors occupied by Gov. HilL
about the sun, and its superior and in- father dreadfully, and we were con- returned with a gun, with which he shot the Southern States. In Michigan, Indi- The Canadian visitors were presented to
ferior conjunction with Venus and the vinced that he would never amount to the tramp, killing him instantly.The ana, Illinois, aud Missouri there has been him and remained until the time arrived
improvement,as well ns in Californiaand for the ceremonies of the day.
earth; also, when it is the evening and as much in the world as his brothers, ProsecutingAttorney refuses to prosecute
.
Oregon. The winter wh( at region, which
THE OPENING CEREMONIES.
the morning star. Venus is shown in because he was not near so steady and
entire'y exonerating him from does not include the Territories, now
The formal opening ceremonies were held
promises about 215,000,000 bushels. The in Prospect Park, whose well-keptdomain
its orbits in tbe same way. The clock sober minded as they were.” “I sup- ' ^ame‘
condition
of t-piing wheat coutinues was early given over to the lawless tread of
gives the whole system of tides, all tbe pose, Mrs. Clemens, that your son in ‘ —Yesterday we were shown a somewhat
higher, though ihe average has been re- a public which needed police restriction,
phases of the moon, solar, and sidereal his boyhood days somewhat resembled j ^“dqfl0 looking-glass by Mr. B. L. Webb, duced slightly, the acreage being nearly and had it not
time, periodical and synodical time, his own Tom Sawyer, and that a fel- wbo told us il wnB bought by his mother’s 96. The indicat ons now point to a crop
At 12:15 o'clock Gov. Hill, Hon. Erasand the earth’s pasage through the con- low-feelingis what made him so kind great-great-grandfather in 1742, and has of about 48,000,000 bushels for Wisconsin, tus Brooks, James O. Carter, of New
Minnesota, Nebraska, Dakota, and all | York, the orator of the day, and Bishop
etellations of the zodiac.
to the many hair-breadth escapes of been in the family ever since, a period of other Territories and Northern New Enr ' Coxe, made their appearance iu the
one hundred and forty-three years. He gland. This makes au aggregate of 363,- pavilion,escorted by President Neilson of
that celebratedyouth?” “Ah, no,” reOf the latb Robert Treat Paine, tbe plied the old lady with a merry twinkle also showed us a flat-iron and a cut-glass 000,000 bushels.
the Prospect Park Company. They were
The immense corn area of Inst year has followed by tho staff of the Governor, State
Boston Advertiser says : “When near- in her eye, “he was more like Huckle- decanter, each of which had been in the
apparently been increased about 6 per cent., officials,Niagara Reservation CommissionWebb family one hundred years. They or at least 4,000,000 acres, making au ag- ers, and others of prominence. The cerely 80 years old, and not in strong
berry Finn than Tom Sawyer. Often
were all in a remarkably good state of gregate of 74.000,000acres. The largestin- monies, carried out according to program,
health, he made a solitary journey to
his father would start him off to school,
crease is in the Missouri Valley. The con- included fine vocal aud martialmusic, the
California on the occasion of the and in a little while would follow him preservation.—Coldwater Republican.
of corn is higher than in any year latter by military bands from Bnffalo and the
eclipse of 1880. He left the train on a
—Two shabbily dressed men, who pre- dition
to ascertain his whereabouts. There
since 1880 except the last. It averages 94 Mexican Natioual Band, present by special
lonely prairie, where the station was
was a large stump on the way to the tended to be miners en route for their home against 93 in 1884. It is highest iu the invitation.Bishop Coxe read a prayer
the only building, and where no man school-house,and Sam would take his in Wales, offered to sell nn eccentric De- South, and higher ou the Atlanticcoast written for the occasion, and the Hon.
or beast was to be seen. The total position behind that, and as his father troit citizen a gold brick for $3,500. E. c. than in the West. The Kansas average is Erastus Brooks, President of the day,
83, that of Michigan aud Missouri 87, Wis- made a long address. The formal presenparleyed with them and told them to call
eclipse was to last only thirty-seven
consin 88, Illinois 90, Iowa 92, Minnesota tation of tho Park to the State was made by
went past would gradually circle around
seconds, and, in his anxiety to secure a it in such a way as to keep out of sight next day. They called, but were informed 93, Ohio and Nebraska 97.
the Hon. W’illiam Dorsheimer. Gov. Hill's
The average of winter rye has increased reply went into details. Ho gave the
correct observation of tho moment Finally his father and the teacher said that the brick must he examined by an excrowd a history of Niagara, said the State
from 73 to 87 since the first of June.
when the sun reappeared, he deprived it was of no use to try to teach Sam pert. They were indignant at first, but
The general average of oats is 97 in place would undertake to care for the reservahimself of the satisfaction,after his anything, because he was determined finally agreed to have the test made next of 93. last month. Oats Rave shared with tion, and wound up with merited praisea
long journey, of viewing the eclipse as not to learn. But I never gave up. day. It is needlessto add that they did all the cerealsin the improvement of the for the Commissioners, and none the lesa
month. The only States below 90 are New merited eulogies for the cataract The oraA spectacle, that he might attend more He was always a great boy for history, not return. The brick, however, was fount
Jersey,. North Carolina,Georgia, Missis- tor of the day was the Hon. James 0. Carout
to
bo
spurious. —Kalamazoo Teleclosely to the beats of his chronometer, of New York City, a prominent lawyer,
sippi, and California.
and could never get tired of that kind
graph.
The condition of barley averages 92, and who has been active in "The Niagara Falla
'
of reading, but he hadn’t any use for
Association of New York." His oration
—The annual meeting of the Southern of tobacco 96.
dwelt upon the sublimity of the falls, free
In Yonkers, N. Y., the other day a school-housesand text-books.”
Michigan Medical Association was held at
Corn In Illinois.
access to which tho park is inteuded to seman was arrestedfor “refusing to dis[Compiled from tho July State ARrlcultural Re- cure, the evils of private proprietorshipin
Hillsdale.
Thirty
members
were
present
Of
a
population
of 8,000 in Plyl>ort.J ,
perse.” That was the charge on the
Nature’s wonders, and reviewed tho promouth, Pennsylvania, about one-third and several new members were elected. Th j
Tho area of corn is much larger than ceediugs and negotiations which resulted
court docket, and he was the only man
Treasurer reported $52 on baud. Dr. Mason,
have suffered from typhoid fever and
last season, especiallyin the cental and in the purchase of the park by the State.
complained of. He was standing on
of Ransom, read a paper on “New Reme- southern counties, and the growing crop
Letters of regret and congratulationwera
many more with malerialpoison. The
the sidewalk with paper and pencil redies,” which was discussedby Drs. Smart has generally been well cultivated. The read from President Cleveland, the Goverorigin of the epidemic is clear— ignorcording the names of persons who went
and Whelon. Dr. Clisbie, of Coldwnter, most unfavorable condition likely to affect nor-General of Canada, and from Samuel
ance, filth, and water pollution. The
corn in Illinois would bo au early and se- J. Tilden. Lieutenant Governor Robinson
into a factory to work. He was not a
read a paper on “Strangulative Hernia," in
vere fropt before the late planting had ma- of the Province of Ontario and Premier
town is situated on the alluvialsoil of
riotous mob, and when ordered to distbe discussion of which most of the doctors tured. The correspou dents of the depart- Mowatt of the Dominion Government
hills sloping toward the Susquehanna.
perse didn’t know how. Besides he
present participated. Dr. C. L. King, of ment are, as a rule, farmers of extended made bright speeches.
The water supply is from reservoirs
experience and deeply interestedin the acThe militaryparade in the afternoon was
claimed the right to stand on the sideHillsdale, road a paper on “Ophthalmology,"
curacy of the returns. The prospects are brilliantIt was reviewed by Gov. Hill,
made by damming a brook running
walk by himself, in nobody’s way, and
which also elicited general discussion. encouragingfor nearly as large nn average
who left early for the East
through tbe town. There are a numOfficers for the current year were elected yield of corn per acre in oil portions of the
follow bis literary pursuit. Nobody
A MOTLEY CROWD— SWEPT OYER THE
ber of these reservoirs, one above the
State as at the corresponding date last seaas follows: President, Dr. 8. H. Clisbie,
FALLS.
had any right to know what he was
son. The present area of corn is larger
other, from which water is distributed
The crowds lingered to enjoy "freedom”
Coldwnter: Vice President,Dr. R. A.
writing, either. Bnt a policeman took
by pipes to most of the town. There Everett, Hillsdale;Secretary,Dr. Bion than last season in all the central and nnd fireworks.A sergeant of the guard
him in for “refusingto disperse,”.and
southern counties, and with few exceptions during tho parade having orders to keep
is no sewerage system, and the water Whelan, Hillsdale; Treasurer,Dr. M. R.
in all the northern counties. There has horses from the line of march attempted
the lawyers had fun over the case and
used for domestic purposes finds its Morden, Adrian.
been considerable improvement in the con- to enforce them. A mounted orderly atthe Yonkers Judge decided that as it
dition of corn during tho last month, and tempting to ride past him, the sergeant
way through the soil to the river. The
was impossible for one man to disperse
with a favorable fall season for maturing thrust his bayonet into the horse, killing
No
Place Like
<
water of the reservoirshas been anthere will be about an average yield of corn it. The sergeant was arrested.The
without racking his physical system
rottsvilletelearam.]
alyzed by Prof. R. C. Kedzie, of the
Last winter and spring a colony of about per acre throughout the State.
friendly Canadian from the near
the case of this one-man mob would be
Michigan State Agricultural College, fifty persons left here for Missouri. They
towns, pipe
mouth and girl
dismissed.
Michigan Crops
on arm, was everywhere.The farming
who reports it to be the worst city were all farmers, and most of them sold
their farms, stock, tools, ^household furniThe Michigan crop report for July es- community of all Western New York seemPhiLATELisxs may well be discour- drinking water he ever examined.
ture, etc., and taking their wives and chiltimates the total yield cf wheat in the State ed to have hitched up and driven to ths
aged when it comes to making a com- Post-mortem examinations by Dr. E. dren sot their faces toward the new land of this year at 25,373,682 bushels, or 356.407 village. Prospect Park looked like a monplete collection of revenuo stamps. O. Shakspeare,of Philadelphia, es- promise, where, according to the stories of bu8he|ljmore thau the yield in 1884. The strous picnic-gronnd. Even the Tonaland agents, it was summer all the year yield, us estimatedfor the southern four wanda reservationsent in its Indian deleFirst, because of the difficultyof com- tablish the fact that the disease is typiround, and roast pigs ran about with knives tiers of counties, is 17.27 bushels per acre, gation,gay in cambric and red feathers.
ing upon stamps of the largest size, cal typhoid. The first case was in the and forks in their backs. The colony went and in the northern counties 16.39 bushels. All day long these throngs walked the
which are valued at $5,000 each. The person of a citizen just returned from in February, and the first few letters were The number of acres reported in wheat this streets. The hackman, as a feature of Nionly way that these stamps can be had Philadelphia with the disease, and ly- full of expressions of delightat the climate, year is 1,480,055.The total number of agara, was wiped out of existence.The
the country and the people, but there soon bushels marketed in eleven months ended crowd was the great thing. People trooped
is to get them from packages upon which ing sick in a house some forty feet
followed reluctant admissionsof a “bliz- July 1 is 8,468,513. In the 'southern four over the bridges in endless battalions and
they have been used, and even obtained abAte the banks of the brook, between zard, " when the thermometer persistently tiers of counties 8 per cent, and in the marched sbouldej to shoulderthrough the
in that way the possessor cannot rest the third and fourth reservoirs. The indicated from five to fifteen degrees below northern counties 5 per cent.— in nil 1,900,- moist and shady pathways of Goat Island.
zero for nearly a week. Now their crops 0(!0 bushels—of the 1884 wheat crop still Farmers hitched their teams among the
in peace, for itus unlawful to have snch excreta from this patient were carried
are a dead failure, and many are working remains in farmers’hands.
shrubberywhich private management had
stamps in one’s possession. In fact, it in March, by the rains and melting for from $5 to $8 per month to
The condition of other crops, expressed hithertoso sedulously guarded. The deep
is said by the authorities, that nearly snows, into the brook, thence to the earn a living. One family embraced in per cent, of condition ns compared with woods of the island looked as thongh given
an opportunity to send back their children one year ago is as follows: Corn. 87; oats, up to a vast camp-meeting. The Biddle
nil the smokers in the land might be reservoirs, and widely distributed
to their grand-parents, in o^er that they 96; barley,93; clover meadows, 92; timothy stairway was free, as it always is; and
nrrested and imprisoned for having through the drinking water. Such an might not suffer for food to eat. In more meadows. 92; clover sowed this year, 95. the number of people who went toiling up
failed to destroy from their cigar boxes epidemic wonld have been impossible th in one case the emigionts have suffered The condition of corn compared with aver- and down its tedious spiral was so great
from actual huuger. aud not a single in- age years is 85. Thirteen per cent of the that further admission was repeatedly dethe stamps that paid duty on their had the town been dean. The water
stance is known where they are satisfied corn planted failed to grow. Apples prom* nied. The trip to the Cave of the Winds
contents. It is not enough that the was foul, the town ripe for the disease. with their let. Investigation shows that ise 52 per cent, of an average crop in the cost a dollar apiece, bnt the lesseesreaped
stamps are canceled; they must be de- The seed was planted, and the harvest where they have homesteaded 160 acres, southern counties and 62 in the northern. a harvest The inclinedrailway in Prospect Park was run at twenty-five cents a
stroyed beyond the possibility of being of death followed. This was not a dis- only from fifty to eighty acres are tillable
4 DangerouB Dlseaite.
at nil. and that does mot begin to produce
head as usual. There was total lack of
-used again. Stamp maniacs would pensation of Providence, bnt of ignor- like our land. Frank Stover, who returned
police supervision,and it was a constant
[Palmyra (Wit.) dispatch.)
Better leave this branch of the art ance. Doubtless as foul conditionsex- Inst night, 'snys: “Missouri is a good
State VeterinarySurgeon Atkinson has remark during the day that accidents were
completedhis examination of the diseased being invited. About six o'clock two Bufist in many localities that have hereto- State, though not as good as Michigan.
aeverely alone.
But when any one goes there to homestead nerds of cattle owned by Dan Seamen, of falo women were about to cross the first
fore miraculously escaped. The miraor buy good land for $1 per acre they will this town. He pronounced them saffering bridge to Goat Island when one of them, a
Meriweatheb, Georgia, furnishesa dewill cease upon the establishment get left Land of the same quality is worth
from a disease called anthrax, considered Mrs. McIntyre, ventured upon the un-good mule story. Four brothers of the first case. *
as much there as here, and while the north- contagions.He advised immediatechange guarded planks at the edge of the pier.
ern portion of Michigan offers plenty of of pasture from low to high land, and strict Taming, she called to her companion,
Byrd, all fine judges
good landto bonus! eiders. Missouri does quarantine.Three cows from this herd “You’re a coward! Come on!” As she
Love,
love
yincit
omnia;
is
immeasof animals,and one of them the cutest
not offer any at all. > I know, for I have have died from the disease within a few spoke she lost her balance, fell into the
man at a horse trade in that region, urably above all ambition, more pre- been pretty well over both States during days. While skinning one of these cows a rapids, and was swept over the American
cious than wealth, more noble than the past year, and Michigan is good
small sore on Mr. Seamen’s hand cime in Fall
were attending a picnic, when they enname. He knows not life who knows t nouflh for me. " Those of the colonists contact with the poisoned matter. The
countered a young man whom they not that; he hath not felt the highest who had sufficient means are already back,
hand became inflamed and swollen immejndged to be a greeny, who had a good faculty of the sonl who hath not en- and the others, to a man, will come as quick diately to snch an extent as to require
m they
r
prompt medical attendance.
looking mnle for sale. The animal was joyed ii

iown, which has been purchased by the envelope,card, and stamp, it is not cusprojector of the company.
tomary for such requests to be accom-
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

K.

ward schools,both

HAVING BEEN

of

LICENSED

TO DO

which have a large attendance,the town
cated here in 1851 and

Saturday, Jui.y 25, 1885.

of both sexes.

flieman

Jewelry, Welches,

has in alock a number of the

shipped. It has several manufactories
and mills which are flourishing, and the

Wm. Vbkbrek, P. M.

lealer In-

j.

in connection with the Hollsnd City Water Worke,
we are ready to make

List of lettersremaining in the post- market, and wheat, with leather, fruit,
office at Holland. Mich., Jul? 28, 1885: and general farm products, are largely
Soule and F. Smith.

The popular wagon mannfacturer

PLUMBING

open to students

is

Holland has become a prominent grain

John Hydram, L.

Otto Breymah

the seat of Hope College, which was lo-

is

ROGERS, Editor.

CUTTERS and SLEIGHS.

ESTIMATES CUTTERS
*

town shows great evidence of thrift and

' for putting

in

DIAMONDS,
Silnrm,

made by Ike

,

.

Plitilntt, ani Finer

M,

We

notice that an effort is being made prosperity.
to mislead the public in the location of
Being the nearest railroad point to MacBaldhead, by the managers of Macatawa atawa Park, a resort which is attracting

Park. "Lookout mountain"

can’t hold a

hundreds of

know

candle to Baldhead proper and they

visitors dally, one

Northwestern Sleigh Company,

WA1ER PIPES

of

•O'

would nat-

for all parties deatrlng the

for

Strength and Durability

Be honest, boys; it will pay better in land would derive considerable benefit
the long run.— Saugatuck Commercial. from the tourists, but such is not the case,

Houtcamp is mistaken in the above
Hem, The Park Association changed the
name of the mountain which has been for
years called "Baldhead’’to that of "Lookout Mountain"

as all bring their lunch

Will

fit

up residences for

the wenr and tear upon

H. D. Post

is

Hot and Gold Water!

also have a lot

of

u
I also

Park

handsome two-

erecting a

Eighth and River

Association

wish the Baldhead Park every success.

and put In

BATH TUBS, WASH STANDS,

Etc.

spectacles

COST.

on hand which I propose to sell at

Kane, drug and book

"The country newspaper

is the most
Bteketee

agencies which stamp the impress of pro-

cal,

towns are, as a rule, thriftlessand

dead.

It is

common

for

is

small great men

^Yates

And

&

Peter

kinds of

All

Cisterns and Drive Wells

and a

OTHERS

and

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

wishing anythingIn my line can do no better than
by callingon me. I have a large stock of readymade work in

.All

erecting a two story

goods. Several^

Bertsch, dealer in fancy

other buildings are in process of erection

upon the business
with the

many

which coupled

streets,

I am prepared to do repai rir g
which I will sell at astonishinglylow prices in
graving promptly and in tbe best
order to make room for my fall stock.

Give ns a call.

Call and examine and give me a trial.

VAN LANDEGEND & KERKBOF,

residences built within the

J.

Holland, Mich., Jnne

19,

1885.

Come and examine our

FLIEMAN,
• >

1881.

Holland, Mich. Oct. 83,

Dissolution Notice.

straw— than any other factor in politics, era

are warranted

the Goods

to be just as represented.

put in and repaired.

brick store which will be occupied by D.

cities.

Without the aid of local newspapers,lo-

.

goods. Nearly oppo-

Co., dry

Vanderveen

site E.

gress upon villages and inland

&

by

store,

FARMERS

when

streets, which,

completed,will be occupied

useful and least compensated of all the

keep on hand a large assortment of

Sleighs of Every Description.

names and possibly in business. The peo- story double brick store at the corner of
ple of this city and the

RXXTGtS

ever dtiplayed in this city.
I

our sidewalks."

in order to avoid a clash in

The largest assortmentof

DIAMOND

they beat everything.The dash la a new device
wntch cannot be broken.

bukets and as a

leading merchant remarked, "all the benefit we derive is

sonable Prices.

are superior, while In

eame.

urally suppose that the merchants at Hol-

it

Bro.

Opjo and Silver Watches at Bear

Milwaukee. These cotters for ease and com

stock.

No

trouble to show Goods.

O.

Holland, Mich., May

Mortgage Sale.

'

and en
maouer

BREYMAN.

12,

1884.

WARD

Notice is hereby given that the co-partnership
Default having been made In the conditions of a
heretofore exiating under ths firm name d Meremortgage, executed by Mary O. Ford to Daniel
gardes A Postma, is this day disaolved.H . Poetclimb to local distinction as the beginma will continue the business, to whom all ac- FraU, dated the eighth day of July, A. D. 18*3,
and duty recorded on the fourteenthday of Sepcounts
due said firm must be paid and who will
ning of wider fame.
advent of the
tember. A. D. 1874, in the office of the Registerof
pay all accounts against tbe firm.
deeds for Ottawa county, $tate of Michigan, in
local newspaper has always dated the inK. 8CREGARDU8,
Liber No. 1, of mortgages, on pages 93 and 9T.
H. POSTMA,
B. B.
D. Propfr.
creased thrift of the community. The loAnd the said Daniel Fratt having alnce died tesHolland, Mich., Jnly 10,
83-4t
tate, and Daniel Pratt and CharlesPratt, sona of
cal newspaper is the life of the locality,
said deceased, having been duly appointed the exMr. Henry Lubenea a competent preecutors of his last will and testament, as well as
and the measure of its support, as a rule, at 7:30. Rev. J. H. Karsten will occupy
being the residuary legatees named in said Will, aenption clerk, has charge, and will be
measures the advancement of the people." the pulpit.
an anthenticated copy of which said will and the found at all hours, ready to compound
probate tbeseof was recordedin the Register's
—PhiladelphiaTimet.
prescriptionsIn
thoroughly reliable
Reformed Church— Services at
office, aforesaid,May ninth, 1885, on which mortgage there la claimed to be due at the date hereof, manner.
10:30 a. m. , and 7 :30 p.
Sunday school
the amount of five hundred and seventy-ninedolShore.
lars and eighty cents : Notice is hereby given that
at 12
Rev.
Walker Jones,
A complete assortment of
Dill! UlUUil (iff
said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale at pubHarvesting
in full blast. Wheat
Pastor. Subjects: Morning, "Christian
lic vendne of the mortgaged premises thereindepromises a fair crop and a good crop of
scribed,to-wit: All that tract or parcel of land, TflUET
always carry a full supply of
toffs PEEFTCES,
oats is assured. Corn is making up lost oneness.”Evening, Spiritual indebtedsituatein tbe State of Michigan, in the connly of
Ottawa, in said State, and aeacrihedas foilowa,
time. Potatoes promise well with not ness." Congregational singing. Opento-wit: aP of lot fonr that lies on the north side of Everythingapertainlng to a first-classdrug
over 70 per cent of the average of last ing anthems by the choir. Weekly praise
the Detroit and Milwaukee railroad, in Seetlon 14.
store will be kept constantly an hand.
year.... Mn. Frank
and fami
Township eight north of Range 16 west, and also
and prayer meeting Thursday at 7:30 p.
ly, of Kalamazoo, are visiting relatives
that part of the east half of the northeut quarter
which they sell at reasonable prices.
ofiald section which lies sonth of the state road,
All are welcome.
and friends on the Lake Shore. Last Suncontaining about thirty-fiveacres of land; also all
li B. BEST.
day her fifteen ?ear-old eon, playing on
that part of lot nnmber fonr, sonth of the Detroit
Third
Church—
D.
Holland, Mich., June 27. 1884
the beach, barefooted, ran a stub into the
and Milwaukee railroad,,in 'Section fourteen. in
We are
township eight, north of range sixteen west, conbottom of his foot The stub was an inch Broek, Pastor. Services at 9 :30 a. m., and
taining one and a half acres of Uod, in said county
Sunday School at 3:45 p. m.
and a half long and thick as a pipe stem, 2 p.
of Ottawa, at the front door of the court house of
coming almost through his foot. Lock- Prayer meeting, Thursday eveuiog at 7:80.
aaid Ottawa county, in the city of Grand Haven,
on the aeventeenthday of August, next, at two
jaw
at first feared but he Is
doPHMBladacaroent*ever ofSubjects: Morning, "The blood of Christ
o’clock in the afternoon, to pay the sum due on
ing well....Charles,the 14-year old son
•aid mortgage with interestand costs.
of N. W. Ogden, came near being drowned clensing from sin." In tbe afternoon Rev. and are prepared to make water connections for
Dated May twenty-second. A. D. 1885.
aod CafTeea^ndmouto a besati.
falOold BsiuforMw Ro»«r
DANIEL PRATT.
in Lake Michigan during the gale of Wed- H. Uiterwijk, of
Rapids, will

and

it is

the one ladder on which men

The

FIRST

Church Items with the Services for
To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, services at
9:30 a. in., and 2 p. m. Sunday School
3:30. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,

Drug Store.
BEST, M.

1885.

KANTERS & SONS,

a

Hope

m.

Lake

m.

is

Thomm

ASM

WARRANTED

Chapman

GOODS,

GUVD

m.

Reformed

AM

ITS JL OJLTjTj.

Rev.

m.

wu

Licensed Plumbers

now

Grand

nesday, the 15th Inst. He, with some
other small boys were bathing in the lake.
He got Into the current that set out around
the drift wood, and wu carried out beyond his depth, and but for the the timely
arrival of his father, who wu working
near, would probably have been drowned.
Hewu insensible when taken out and

CHARLES PRATT,

DWELLINGS,

preach.
First Church,

HOTELS,

Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—

Services at 9:80 a. ra.f and

2

p. m. Sun-

BARBER SHOPS,

day school at 8:45. Subjects: Morning,

"We

cannot tell.” Afternoon,"He

CLOTHING!

and other business buildings.Also for

who

refused went and he who promised withSASDER
LAWS SffiSELESS,
wu with difficulty recufiitated....Last drawed."
Saturday and Sunday the Wesleyan
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser- for which we keep on hand ail modern fixtures.
Methodists held their quarterly meeting at
There is nothing in the line of plumbing that we
their church in Ventura. Bey. Mr. Lev- vices at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m. cannot do or supply.
ington conducted the servicee.He is a Prof. G. Boers, ol Grand Rapids, will

m

Scotchman,who, from the dlsputative preach.
manner of his delivery, continuallyreMethodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T. Indestructible Hose, Hose Reels,
minded us of Peter Poundtext, in Sir
Walter Scott’a "Old Mortality." He George, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.,
Sprinklers, FowaUina, Jets, Eto.
made the somewhat doubtful assertion and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m
that we could rid ourselves of potato bugs,
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30
chess, and kindred evils, by the exercise
Subjects:
Morning, "How are the mighty
of faith.
Fkkb Lance.
fallen

1"

Evening,

"The

b.

The following letter wu received too
Advertisements.
late for publication in our lut issue.— Ed.
Rev. Mr. Mowery, of Ver
, In his
sermon on lut Sunday, as we have
be
ve been,/
informed, felt it his duty as a sanctifl
_
inctlfied
mao, to inform bis congregationof the
diflerentway people celebrate the Fourth
of July. He aaid that the people of Macatawa Bay were becoming quite civilized,
but was sorry to say that those of Port
The underelgnedhid purchwed the store and
Sheldon were u bad as ever drinkingand etock
of gooda of M. Jonkman, on River street,
carousing all day. We feel it a duty we opposite the Phoenix PlaningMill, and will hercarter
condnct
the baaineaa. He baa a large Block of
owe to our friends and neighbors to contradict his statement. We had a v<ry
nice, quiet picnic and u for intoxicating Crockery,
drinks there were none in the neighborhood. We are glad that members of the
Flour and Feed,
-reverend gentlemen’s church were present
•to verify our sUtement and are witnesses
to the fact that our people were orderly
and Glassware,
and quiet and that it is a base slander to
say otherwise. It is our opinion, and we
are not alone in it, that if be would preach
more for the honor of God and less to the
honor of himself and tend less to other
With honest and fair dealing he hopes to retain
people a business he would become a more
all old customers of the store and obtain many
successful preacher. Orphan Ruth.

AVCD’C

run of 25 miles upon the
main line of the Chicago and West Michigan railroad,passing through a country
replete with tine farms and commodious
houses and barns, brings us

to

quaint city founded in 1846

by a Dutch

Goods will be delivered to

any part of the city free

a thriving city

souls.

favored with railroads,

Bin

D,

We guaranteethat a gallon

!

275

will cover

a

CSAX

SUPERIOR PAINT,

ROOST

Mr. JOHN A.

to

employed as clerk In the store and will
welcome all his old friends and customers and the public generally.

any

in

tbe market.

is

For information and illustratedsample book,
call at

IQ

your blood vitiated by derangements
of tbe digestiveand aaalmlliUory
functions? is it tainted by Scrofula? or
does it contain the poison of Mercury
or Contagious Disease?
»t|P leading physicians of the United
I nt States, who know thu composition
of Ayer's ‘Sarsaparilla,say that
nothing else *o good for the purification of the blood is within the range of

Call

Early and See Our Stock.

Holland, Mich.,

April

22,

KREMERS & BANGS
DRira STORE.

1885. 12-3m

Holland. Mich., May

13,

1885.

SIPRUSTG- iUSTD

pharmacy.

Mil V

by the use °f this remedy I* It
possible for a person who has
corrupted blood to attain sound health
and prevent transmission of the de-

URLT

A

L.

S.

VAN DEN EEEGE,

ot 3,000

efiectiverenovation
of the system must
include not only the rcmovtl of corruption from tbe blood, but It* enrich-

munUUanLT

There is

a

w

I

.

L

R

K’

Holland, Mich., July W, 1885.

WKRKMAN.

“
“

Sept 25, at

“

October 8o, at Grand Hauen,

"

(Rigulat.)

applicant# for 1st or tnd grade certificates
there. Hollsnd is well supplied with will please appear at the regular examination,
Oct. JO. An allowancewill hereefter be made on
cLurch edifices, there being seven, repre- the everage standing of applicant# for attendance
senting fonr sects.
buildings nrn at teacben’ Institutes.
By order of Ottawa County Board of bchool Ex-

The

aminers,

-

ALBERT LAHUM.&c'v.
Mich

,

July

10,

1885.

Holland, Mich., May

nnn

tb*t b corrupted through dls*
ease Is made pure, and blood
weakened through diminution of the
red corpuscles Is msdo strong, by

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

VIIIC

Dll DIC

rUlflrTIHD

tk® blood and building
np the system require

M-15i

6,

come and

see their.selectedstock.

1885.

ATTENTION

— ^saasaaaasw for which

.mCDICINE

aw

like effects
falsely claimed, Is abun-

Ayers Sarsaparilla,
PRBPARBD MY
Dr.J.C.AyffirAQo.,1

Plug Tobacco.
Sold by

all

Grocers and To-

Woodsmen. bacco Dealers. Noted for

its

and Heading excellent chew, delicious flavor

We will buy all the Stave
Bolts you can make and deliver tbe year
and cheesy cut. This Tobacco
round, viz:
is manufactured of finest leaf,
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 incbei long.
White Aah Stave Bolts, 80 inchei long.
purest sweetning “everybody
Elm Slave Bolts, 88 inches long.
for
Black Aah Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Aah Heading Bolts 88 inches long
samples.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
S.
OO.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.

chews Nimrod. Send
W. VENABLE *

For making contracts or further information apply lo Filter’s Slave Factory.

Sold by ill Draoiits: Price $1;
SU bottles for $5.

.

UNrinvmoiD

Farmers and

time In serious cases, but benefit will
be derived from tbe use of Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla mow speedily than
from anything else.

Coopersuille;

All

Zntai d

Goods.

remedy.

the world’s confidence,la

some residences are dotted about here and

All are invited to

DLUUU

Give me a Call.
...

& Fancy

ADI C

witnesses, all over the
world, testifythat this
work Is better accomplished by Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla than by any other

Dl

streets and hand-

usually found in cities of this size. Be-

Millinery

ntLIADLfc

and to-day fine busi-

far excel those

have just received a large and very fine assorted line of

TUflDAIICUl V

DETI

energy the people set about tbe

and

F.

CHEAPER THAN EVER BEFORE

vital organs.

& W. M. extendingfrom this point
Notice to Teachers.
(o Muskegon and northward.In 1867 it
The following schedule of times and places for
wm incorporatedm a city and in the for- holding public examinationsof teachers has been
arrangud by tbeOtUwa Connty Hoard of bchool
est fires which swept this stste in 1871, Examiners for tbe fall of 188):
Holland Ml a victim and ita existence Friday, August 14, at Grand Hauen;
was veritably swept away. With charac28, at Holland,

tasty in appearance

are being sold

PROPRIETOR.

ment and the strengthening of the

the C.

adorn her

Meyer, Brouwer & Co.

lingia, the Iodides of PotHMium and
Iron, and other potent Ingredient*.

telephoneIn Ihe store, and all orders
largely pre- given through It will be promptly attended to.

blossoms forth as

ness blocks

to

Sarsaparilla Is a medicine that,
during nearly 40 years, in all

SARSAPARILLA

charge.

Its people are thrifty and en-

of rebuilding,

Next

parts of the world, has proved its efficacy as tbe best blood alterative known
to medical science.

of

Holland,a

terprisingand to-day the Holland Colony

work

iRAUhTTS

No. 22 Sonth River Street.

structive taint to posterity.

pleasant

teristic

Cn O

M I

AVidttoHulland.

It is well

now open.

is

square feet, two coats, and that they are

new ones.

dominates.

Our ClothingStore

Of Confidence^

*

colony, which nationalitystill

only that the

1885.

WORTHY

PHOENIX

Cheap Cash Store!

A

NOTHING NEW!

CLOTHING!
CLOTHING! SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

ranters a sons.
9-Sm

10,

-

great chsrge."

Pori Sheldon,

7

always in stock. All plumbing warranted.

Holland. Mich., Jnly

tffet,«rl

Executors and ReHduary Legateesas aforesaid.
R. W. Duncan, Attorney.

ED.
or to G.

VER 8CHURE,

Van Putten fit Sons’

store.

Supt.

M-ly

Fotonfeut Vs
ore money than at anyihiog «laa by taking

WIN*

gtonara
nera iuccwJ
i
aucceed
grandly.
grand
None fit. Term* fret
Hallstt
LLvrr Book Co., P«
Portland, Maine.

the tanneries.The strata consista of
HOLLAND CITY NEWS. ternate
layers of (trindstbne, whetstone,

To all policy holders in the Farmers’
which Mutual Insurance Company, of Ottawa
sufficientquantities to keep 100 and Allegan Counties: The'
The undersigned
und
,

IV. H.

Rogers, Editor and Publisher. and

sanditooe, in the order named,

exists in

Term*

of

Sobaoriptlon.

men constantly employed for 200 years.—
$1.50 per y tar if paid in adtanct; $1.75 if
MichiginTradesman.
paid at three months, and $1.00 if
paid at six months.
The panorama of the battle of GettysKate* of advertising made known on application.
burg, on exhibition in Cnicago, la conYearly advertiaeraluvethe privilege of three
changei.
sidered by everybody the greatest attrac-

desires to inform all toi'ders of policies In
this company, that tbe practice of collectlog 50 cents cancellationfees is illegal
and contrary to the constitutionof said
company, and those who desire to with-

Bnainaas Cards in City Directory, not over three
>ion of tbe Garden City. It is visited
|2 per annnm.
NoticesofBlrtha,
Marriages, and Deaths pubdaily by hundred! of people, and everylished without charge for subscribers.
OrAll advertising bills collectableQuarter!
body lays it is the greatestexhibition

J. De Vries,
Forest Grove, Mich., July 20, 1885.

w

draw from said company, are warn'd
against paying said fee.

lines,

they ever

saw* We can

body should fall to

An immense

only lay that no-

visit it while in

[OFFICIAL.]

Kremers & Banos have a full stock of
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, paint and whitewash brushes, which they are selling at
low figures for cash.

Vtry Bexnsrkible Becovery.

Council.

could not turn over

In

•

much

to

do her own work.”

The following petitionwas presented:
Ointlbxin:— The executive committee of the
Sabbath, Law and Order League, at their last
meeting adopted a resolution inviting your honorable body to cooperate with the League, and
neighboring niuniclpalbodies, in making all
proper effortsto prevent the desecrationof the
Sabbath in our midst, and by proper petition directed to the management of the 0. & W. R. K.,
earnestly request them to discontinue the ruuning
of Sabbath excursiontrains, recognising,
as we
do, the fact that the running of such trains is a
very fruitful cause of public Sabbath desecration.
We respectfullyask you to address your petition
to J. B. Mcllken, General Manager, and send the
same to us to be forwarded.
G. J, Kollin, President.
C. Van Loo, Secretary.

will

do

lor

payment:

claimed for them. Hun-

fifty cents a bottle at H.

street

The committee on poor reported, presenting the
semi-monthlyreport of the director of the poor
and said committee,recommending $18 for the
support of the poor for the two weeks ending
Augoat 5, 1885.— Adopted.
The committee on lire department reported having several prices and samples of hose and recommended the porchaseof 500 feet of Union No. 3
hose, according to sample and contract tor 90 cts.,
lesa S cents a root, and 100 feet of Baker Fabric
hose No. 8, at 70 cents, according to coatractat-

A recess of five minutes was taken to enable the
members of the Connell to examine the hose.
After recess: Report of committee on Are department not adopted.
By the committee on library—
GMm.MEM;-Yourcommittee on city library,
in view or the fact that a catalogueis now about

The following bills having been approved by the
board ol water commissioners,were certified to
the Common Council for payment: P. Winter, engineer of water works. $6 54; C.&W. M. R. R.
freight40 cts; Fairbanks, Morse A Go., inspirator,
$18.uC; James B. Clow A Bon, one shut-off box,
$1.50; John Thompson,1 day's labor on gate
boxer, $1.75; J. Plnlm, 1 dayrs labor, $1.25; R.
Hall. 1 day’s labor, $1.25; G. Bchaftenaar, 1 day’s
labor, $1.25 —Allowed and warrants ordered Issued on the city treasurerfor the severalamounts.
Justice ti.D. Poet reportedthe number of convictions »ince the date of bis last report, and the
r.xeipt of the city treasurer for $11.50 floes collected and paid into the city treasury.

Roo—

Pesotvsd, That the petition of Van Raalte
Keppel be taken from the table.-Adopted.

S

Roo—

..

.....

Roc—

commencing at

10 o’clock a. in., Monday,

such as

is

given in these

by Yates A Kane.
insti-

tutes, is of great practical benefit to those

who

attend

them. Tbe

teachers that are

sion are generally those

enough

iu their

who

take inter* t

work to avail themselves

such means of Improvement. The

of

SPECIAL
Frrih, pure Drugs coDa'antiy receiving.

YATES & KANE.

are in session at the time appointed for

under the

di-

rection of the state superintendent,to

Croquet

seta, Base Ball
Fishing Tackle. Call and see.

-

of such institute without forfeiting their

wages

for as

many half days as they

are

attendance at the institute. This

moves

cause that has prevented

a

many

most perfect made

Ohlctffo end Wait Michigan laihrey.

from attending these institutes
past; and in view of the induce-

Taking Effect Sunday, June 21,

by the law, county examiners

and school

by giving preferenceto

a.m. p.m. ptm. a.m.

p.

m.

all

grades in their every-dsy work. At

tbe same time

it

will be the purpose of

every worker to raise the standard of the
profession of teaching, and to gain for
that dignity to

which

it

a.m. p.m. ptm. a.m.
00 J 30 9 30

Chicago...\ ........ 9
New Bufia'o ........ 11
Benton Harbor ....... 12
Bangor ...............2
Grand Jnnctlon ...... 2
Holland ............ 8

p ra.

it is entitled. Et-

jects us have been recently

added to

of those in which teachersare.

t!

830

p.m. a.m.

p.

....

Holland .....

.

Hamilton

.

Allegan

.,

special gotircs.

indicationsare that several additional

F

.

Only 35 Gents.

^RELIABLE

Sold by all Druggists.

SELF-CURE

ESSpireSSs SHIHGLES!
inpialntealtdenveiope/We.
Drugrtsiecanfiliit.
^Addroea pa WAND 4 CO., UnWann, Mo.

and

\ye maLufa.-iurf all grade* of #blnglra
soil them as clii'Ni.n« *ny dealer. Cali and

will
see rs
at the Plngger Mill* or call on T. Keppel before
oil) lug elsewhere.

V)
30

We also have a lar

quantity of fine and

A«h

SUMMER WOOD!

m

m

o

v
p.
p.
A 10 4 30 11 1'
9 42 5 02 12
9 50 5 10 12 20
10 15 5 8ft 1 00

Try
J.

a

load.

VAN PUTTEN A

1885.

CO.

U-tni.

‘ lb.
Wale

Taking effect Jan.
NO WEST.

I have purchased tbe store building and
stock of goods formerly owned by M.
Junkman on tbe corner of River and
deling the same and adding a two-story Tenth streets.All accounts due or against
building ib tbe rear. Walsh, De Roo & Mr. Jonkman, on account of store, will be
Co., who claim that their mill was the settledby me.

chased tbe Dr. Gee residence, is remod-

R.

Holland, July 10,

running day and night and turning out

E WERKMAN.

1885.

24-4w

Giatril

Mix’d. Pass.

p.

...

25-4t 11 24

Notice.

L. T. Kanters, on
Walsh, who has pur-

Spring Opening

11
11
11
12
12
12
12
1
1

29
39
55
08
30
48
55
06
17 a. m.
1 33
« 20
2 03 b 47
2 17 6 59
236 7 17
256 7 S7
804 7 45
8 10 7 52
3 45 8 24
8 53 8 3-1
3 59 8 39
4 10 9 50
p. m. p. m.

18,

Tlas

TOWNS

1885
001179 EAST.

a. m.
5 45 L Toledo A 11 10
6 40 . Dundee.. 10 10
7 04 ..Hritron .. 9 4fi
7 09
9 42
7 18
9 32
7
...Tipton... 9 17
7 45
. .UuMt'd.
9 Oft
8 09 ..Addj*ou.. 8 43
8 2ft ..Jerome.. 8 26
8 32 ..Moscow.. 8 20
8 48 ..Hanover., 809
8 5ft .. Pnla«kl. 7 59
9 15 ...Homer.. 7 37
9 44 .. Marshall
7 11
9 57 ...Ceresco., 6 .50
10 15 .BattleCrik 640
..Augusta..
..Yorkvllle
..Richland
ra.

V

.

hours. H. Walsh & Son will shortly oc-

BOOTS AND SHOES.

cupy the second floor of their drug build-

We have just received a Urge new stock
of Boots and Shoes and Slippers for

and shipping room fur spring and summer trade. Tbe atock it
their proprietary medicine business. They complete and embraces the latest styles of
recently ordered three oar loads of bottlst. Ltdies’ and Gents’ bhoes, which are sold
at reasonable prices. We sell
The newly-discoveredatone quarry will
Farge'e Beets wad Flaw T-W4n Shaee.
ing as a packing

L.

8PRIET8MA A SON.

.

.

.

Montleth..
....Fisk....
..Kellogg..
A Allegtn L

p.
ft

4
8
3
3
3
S
2
2
2
2
l
1
1

m

Holland, March 19, 1885. 7-ly

Van Patten & Sons,

"

10
15
ra
47
37
22

FOR BARGAINS IN DRY GOODS,
FOR BARGAINS IN GINGHAMS.
FOR BARGAINS IN COTTONS,

fi8

45
28
21
10
59 p. IQ
38 8 00
12 7 33
1 0i 7 21
12 42 7 03
12*2 6 43
12 15 685
’2 09 4 29
11 30 5 5ft
11 27 5 17
11 21
5 87
11 10 5 25
h. m. * ra.

FOR BARGAINS IN HOSIERY.
FOR BARGAINS IN HA18.

FOR BARGAINS IN GROCER1BB
ST.

ar.d for all

LOUIS

manufacturea the
largest quantity of White Lead of
any city in the WORLD; and its
genuine brands;

good* kept

in

a

General Store!
m

“Collier Company,”

At Toledo, with ali railroadsdiverging. At Dandse, with T A. A. A G. T. At Britton, with WabMb, St. Louis A Pacific.At Tecumieb, with Lake
Shore A Mich, soot hern- At Jerome,with L. 8.
A X.
At Hanover, with L. S. A M. B. At
HOmer with L. 8. A M. 8. (Lansing Division) and
Air Line Division of the Mich. Central. At Marshal, with M. C. R. B. At Battle Creek, with ChiTrank and M. C. R. R. At Mon-

8

1

G.

Pas*. Pass. Mix.

Trwia

„

where you can buy the best goods

“Southern Company ”
“St Louis L. & O. Co., Red Seal,”
are always perfectly pure, and
known and used everywhere.
Consumers of White Lead should

upon having the above
Genuine brands. Dealers can bny
insist'

direct from fhetory, or from job-

daily except Sunday.
B.

McHUGH.

Geitral PassengerAgent

CXXESAP,
8.

Van Putten &

Sons.,

bers in Chicago or elsewhere.

*

STREET'

r

.

mi

!

Xichigtn and Ohio B&ilro&d.

confidentare we that Dr. Pete’s 35
cent Cough Cute will not dissapnint tbe

Un
Having been witnesses of the truly miraculous cures made by Goldeu Sea] Bitj trs of the amount has already been subters, we do not hesitate to say there is no
scribed. Among the fine residencesin
other remedy for blood, liver, stomach
process of construction are those of A. M. and kidney diseases,half Us equal. 25 4w
Kanters, on the corner of Twelfth and

Aodoubtedly prove the largest ioduatiyof

FREE!

J. H. CARPENTER. Gen. Pas*. Act.
G. CHURCHILL. Station Agent.

8<>

during the next year. Five thousand do^

the town, with the poeaibls exception of

JT

PKKPARKD BY
Dr. J. C. Ayer 4k Co., Lowell, Mam.

t Daily, tt Dally except Saturday. All other
trains dally except Sunday.
Ticketa to all point* In the United State* and

9ln«liV8i?hit Pass.
it, had we not the most perfect
ation’ssole leather tannery on the north
dence in its virtues, we would not a. m.
10 10
think
ink of offering it as we do. Bold by H. 11 02
side. Hope College will receive an ac-

250 barrels of flour every twenty-four

8 30
9 12
9 17
9 5ft

Holland. Mich., April 30.

bUlldi,1^J

the stall, are

30 5 35
30 6 30
40 6 3ft
20 7 10

10 15
ID 80
10 40
11 15

31
4’

m

A'!eg»n .........
Hamilton ......
Fillmore ..........
Holland ..........

17.7, feet
"iTIn lrreC,1a
flTe'St0ry,
40x40
dimensions,
near the corpora bfvwarrant

cession in the shape of a $20,000 building

30 t5
10 6
15 6
50 7

Ayer’s Hair Vigor,

W. B U'MOARTEL.
1*3.

FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.

of construction, and the

Company

«
3
3
4

Fillmore.

hair soft, pliant, and glossy.
!

K

FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.
p. m
i. m
Holland....

at.,,
to colorless, cleanly, delightfully
fumed, and has the effect of making

Canada.

veals the fact that over fifty buildings are

flies.

Vigor. As

Uoi.land.Mich.. March

p.m.ia. m.lu.m. a. m. p.tm.
1 20 11 55 6 50 8 15
9 3ft
2 00 18 28 7 25 8 5J 10 20
2 10 12 33 7 30 9 00 in 25
3 0ft 1 30 8 11 io no 11 15
P-Di 1

Muskegon

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

FIBST-CLASS TOILET WATEB FOB SALE

FROM MU8KRGON TO HOLLAND.
Ferrysl_.0.
sourg. .
Grand Haven

pldlty of the roote ot the hair, which, If
neglected,may result in Incurable baldness, to readily cured by Ayrh*s Hair

11 38I 5 35

3
4
4
4

'LOVRLAdl,W

PlKSS'S

any time.

fa*li|un.

a m. p.m. a. m. p.m. p. m.

a popular char-

D. V. 8.
8.

laceviue

Ladle* hair cleaned ard dressed In the latest

FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.

psriicularinterestto teachers, while the

re-

yon can get a

Invigorating Shampoo.

m. p.m. a.m.

10 15

be dcvqted to the discussion of topics of

city.

Which cause dryness, brittleness,and falling of the hair, dandruff, itching,and
annoyingsores, are ail quickly cured by
Ayrr’s Hair Vigor. It cured Hsrbrrt
Boyd, Minneapolis,Minn., ot tntolei^
able Itohingof the Scalp; J.'h7cartrr, Jr.,
., Occoquan,_ Va., of Scald

Head: Mrs
IR6.

a. m.lp. m.
Holland .............. 3 30 8 3j t4 45
340
4 56 10 25
4 25 9 15 5 45 11 15 6 30

p.

PImm—

Voalp

Blurs TONSORIAL PARLORS

A Scientific Haircut cr

m.

Gray. ^

blanched by frtoht, during the late civil
war. Ayrr b Hair Vigor restored it
to its natural color, and nude It softer,
Flossier, and more abundant than it had
been before.

at

Holland

IMPORTANT.

3V

A Good Glean Shaye-

12 10
1 46 10 15
2 55 1 ofi
3 17 3 00
5 20

quired to pass examination before obtain- Zeeland .........
Grand Rapids ........
ing certificates. The exercises will be

ffesofrttf,That the petition of the Sabbath, Law
and Order League be taken from the table. On a
call from Aid. L)e Roo for the yeas and nays the
vote yas as follows: Yeas, Ter Vree and De Roo.
board, etc., may he obtained upon appliNays, Rose, Burgees, Bangs, Kantere, Boyd, and
Bertsch.
cation to the local committee.
Secretary ol Protection Hose Co. reported that
Theodore Nelson,
at the regular July meeting Mr. F. O. Nye was
Superintendent of Public Instruction.
elected a member ol said company, subjectto the
aporoval of the Council.— Approved.
The secretary of ProtectionHose Co. reported
Ayer’s Sawaparilla cures Liver Comthat at the fires on the eighth of June, the mem- plaiotH, Female Disorders, Rheumatism,
bers of the company spent $2 25 for cheese and
crackers, which amount the Council was kindly and all diseases of the blood.
asked to remit for them. -Granted.
The report of the committeeon fire department
was referred back and further time granted In
When you visil or leave New York City, *ave
which to get samples and prices.
Bairgage,Exprensage,and Carnage hire and stop
Council adjourned.
at the Grand Union Hotel, oppositeGrand CenGEO H. 8IPP, CiUj Clerk tral Depot.
Elegant rooms fitted up at a cost of one million
dollar*, reduced to one dollar and upward* per day
Another Word for Holland.
on European plan. Restaurantsupplied wlthlhc
best. Horse car, stages,and elevated railroad to
depots. Families can live better for less
Never before Id the history of Holland all
money at the Grand Union hotel than at any other
first-class
hotel in the
15-ly
has there been so much building In pro-

The Cappon & Bertsch Leather

40
28
15
29

Turning

Mali. Exp Exp. Exp. Exp.

e

re-

5
6
7
7

from Holland to grand rapids

pecinl attention will be given to such sub-

list

83
42
07
30
30

aol a dye, but, by healthfulstimulation
of the roots and color glands, apeedlly
restores to its original color hair that to '
to

PRICE BAKING POWDER CO.,
CHICAGO.
IT. Loum

Nt’t
Mail Exp. Exp. Mix. Mix'd

TOWNS.

boards will both exercise wisdom and
practice Justice

1885.

FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.

ments to self-improvementthus furnished

Ayer’s Hair Vigor

sasssss.-

teachers
in the

had.heen_forseveral generation*, one
bottle of Hair Vigor1 SrtSJanowth of
soft, downy hair ail oyer hia scalp, which
•oon became thick, long, and vigorous.

EXTRACTS

jail ffoafe.

re-

Mtrtdltarjiildtim.

goods and

YATES & KANE.

close their schools during the continutnce

ip

.tyPRICEfr

in-

Woman's Secret.1

f Pe«r of discovery,when ihe resorts to
false hair and dyes, is a source of cooslant anxiety to her. The very persons
from whom she most desires to hide the
waning of her charms are the ones most
likely to make the discovery. But there
to no reason why she should not regain
and retain all the beauty of hair thatwas
her pride in youth. Let her use Ann’s
Hub Vigor, and. not only will her hair
eease to fall out, but a new growth will
PPrer where the scalp has been denuded;
and locks that are turning gray, or have
actually grown white, will return to their
pristine freshness and briUtoaceof color.
Atib’i Hair Vigor cures

•ithasingGrapes for Making Cream of Tartar
%f DfbPRIOI'e CREAM BAKING POWDER.

INJECTOR free with each bottle of
Shiloh’s Caurrh Remedy. Price 10 cents. For
sale by Yates A Kane.

stitute law allows teachers, whose schools

the county institute, held

A Putty

FOB DYSPEPSIA and Liver complaint,you
have a printed guaranteeon every bottle rf Shi
lob s Vltalfxer. Il never fails to cure. For sale
by Yates A Kane.

Holland ..............
10 20
acter; There will be no tuition or enroll- Grand Raven ....... 11 05
Ferrysbnrg ..... ..... 11 13
ment fee. Full particulars in regard to Muakegon ......
11 56

structures will be begun before snow

BITTBRSrwUl rare the worst
ease, by regulating the bowels
and toting np the digestive
organs. Sold svarywhsra.

For sale by Yates A Kane.

August 2, and closing 4 p. m., Friday,
HACKMBT4CK“a lasting and fragrant perfume. Price 25 and 50 cents. For sale by Yates
August 14. Mr. E. B. Fairfield,Grand A Kane.
Haven, local committee.It is becoming
SHILOH’S CURE will Immediately relieve
a well established fact that an interchange Croup, W hoopingcough and Bronchitis.For sale

evening lectures will be of

gress as this season. Actual count

BURDOCK BLOOD

of

The State Teachers’Institute for OttaSHILOH’S CATARRH REMEDY-a positive
wa county, will be held at Grand Haven, cure for Catarrh, Dlpthoriaand Canker Mouth.

A

first complete roller mill in

nr

m*Mrtblo by Indlgssilon,
V*'
Yellow
8ki,it Hhlloh e Vltallxeris a positive cure. For
sale by Yates « Kane.

FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
A conducted by persons of extended experia. m. p. m.
ence, known ability, and eminent success. Grand Rapids.
915 1 00 F64o!pm
, 4 15
Zeel
_
Bd.
10 02
The morning and afternoon sessions will
11 2* 5 10

Resoltedy That the petition of Van Raalte
Keppel be granted and a warrant Issued on the
city treasurerin accordance with the prayers of the
petitioners.—Adopted.

Eleventh street H.

tohaalth. ImrnXa. llms

CURE’’ Torwk

work

streeia, and

phjrtfdaa with «adnl ngaitf i

REV. GKO. H. THAYER, of Bourbon,

Holland ............ 10 25 1 40 11 35 5 00 2 15
those teachers, other things being equal, Grand JuncUon..... 11 37 230 12 37 8 27 4 35
Bangor ..............
who seek all such means fo better prepare Benton Harbor _____ 11 55 244 12 52 9 20 5 15
1 30 3 36 1 45 12 00
7 00
themselves for the work of their profes- New Buffalo ........ 250 430 2 45 2 35 9 10
to be l»sued. would respectfullyrecommend the
Chicago ............ 7 10 7 10, 6 00
tt
expenditureof about $70 for new books In order sion. It is designedto mike the
in
p.m. p.ra.la. m. p. m. p. m.
that said bo ks may appear on the catalogue.Blgued by committee.—Report adopted and the these institutes as practicableas possible,
FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
committee instructed to carry out their recomtud thus meet tbe wants ot tbe teachers of
mendation.

Maple

month, low opirits, general
prostration, headache, and
constipation.Thorolsnoform
of diMase more prevalent than
Dyipepala, and none so peculiar to tho high-livingand rapld-oatlng American people.
Alcohol and tobacco produce
Dyipepala; alao,badalr. ete.
tho

.

a

a --- 7"v- i.—— . Price 10 cts. 50c»''
cts.
and $1. For sale by Yates A Kane.

tached.

Id progress

MOST PERFECT MADE
Pitpaiedby

faint, gnawing

itomaeh.
with unsatisfied craving for
food; heartburn, feeling of
weight and wind in the itomaeh, bad breath, bad taate in

xr ’h,D

Walsh's.

found in the front ranks of their profes-

Qimtlixxn :— Your committeeto whom was referred the attached petitionof Vau Baalte & Kep
pel, asking that as the Common Council had remitted the tax on
•
drawn on the
to reimburse ------of water commissioners,______ ________
the prayer of the petitionersbe not granted,and
that the resolution adopted by the Common Council, June $nd. 1865, remittingthe water tax on
street sprinklers,be reconsidered and rescinded.
-Signed by committee.—Laid upon the table.

now

*4KI*©
POWDER

;

feeling at pit of the

.

to 8H I LOH £ CU NSU M PT TON*
by Yates A Kane.

Electric Biltert

dreds of testimonials attest their curative

powers. Only

THE

is

improved, that she la able now

all that is

of views,

By committee on claims and accounts—

By Aid. De

riable appetite

bed alone. 8be

used two bottlesof Electric Bitters, and
so

By Aid. De

'i

A FINE Hoe
of Blank
Books ju.
just .
---------------helpless for five years, so belpleaa that she Ceived. Call and see. Yates & Kane.

Minutes of the last three meetings were read
and approved.

B. Lanting, blacksmlth|ng, $1.50; Protection Hose
Co., rapairing hose, $4.00; Yates & Kane, one T.
B. journal,$5.00.— Allowed.

-

Mich., writes: “My wife has been almost

clerk.

By Aid. De

t~S

many symptoms

the

of Dyspepsia or iadlgMtioo,
tbe most prominent are: Va-

Mr. Geo. V. Willing,of Manchester,

Holland, Mich., July 21, 1885.
The common council met in regular session and
was called to order by the presidentpro tern.,
Aid. Bose.
Members present. Aid. Rose, Ter Vree, Burgess,
Bangs
angs, Earners, De Boo, Boyd, Bertsch and the

—Laid upon the table.
The following bills were presented

KANE

YATES &

Chica-

go.

Common

stock of stationery just re-

ceived.

Among

CREAM.

MM
Mi

m

iiiii

'Mi

ADOOXW.
mTR

YE yiBST.

ThcJ® wu a deacon, grave and good,
Off Brooklyn
Brookl Town wm he :
big New/(m»d-landdog,

Hokkept a
ost

fearfulfor to «ee.

He’d* growl and marl the livelong day,
And howl nocturnal!
oe,
nocturaallee.
-And all hist nefghbon wlihed hlml dead
Aa any dog could b«.

before they halted. They encamped
without,* fire, and resumed their journey early in the morning. They continued to march with the greatest
speed for three days, when, finding
that they were not pursued, |they
proceeded more leisurely. ,
Kealizingthat there was now little

wife and children, for whom he had endeavored to escape from captivity.His
captors, however, ware inexorable. He
wa* bound to a tree and burned fagots
were piled about him. For three hours
the savages danced about him, yelling
and brandishing their weapons, before
he died from the effects of the slow, intense heat As he sank to the ground,
the savage who had first seen him in the
evening,with a frightfulyell crushed
the skull of the dead man with his
tomahawk and took his scalp as a trophy. When it was brought back to the
village it was tauntingly thrnst in the
faces of Bue and Holman, and they
were warned that if they attempted to
escape they would be treated in the
same way.
It was not long after that a general
rendezvous of all the Indians in the
Northwest Territory was ordered at Detroit, where Girty proceeded with a
large number of his warriors and the
prisoners. After three days of marching the party approached an Indian
village on the Maumee river, and it was
determined that the prisoners should
here bo compelled to again run the
gauntlet for the amnsement of the savages, after which it was decided to hold
a council to decide the fate of Bne and

SOME MATRIMONIALADVICE.
of their lives. Bue died in 1845, hut
Holman lived until 1859 and at the
Bill Nye Goes Into the Solemn Warning
time of his death was 99 years old. His
Business.
eldest son, Hon. Joseph Holmau, was
My Dear Sir : Wonld it be asking
a member of the Indiana constitutional
convention, in 1816, and represented too much for me to request a brief reWayne County in the Legislature sev- ply to one or two questions which
eral years, afterwards holding an office many other married women as well as
in the Land Department nnder the ad- myself would like to have answered ?
I have been married now for five
ministration of General Jackson.
Many years after peaceful relations years. To-day is the anniversary of
were restored between the Indians and my marriage. When I was single I
the settlers, annual visits were paid was a teacher and supg&rfed myself in

hope for their rescue, the prisonersexpected a death of axcraoiatingtorture.
-'He’d tramp their} gardens oat of sight
Simon Girtv, the leader of the IndiAs soon as they** worn dog,
And bones, amazin’to the
ans, although a white man and a native
Into the house he'd fagy
of Pennsylvania, was feared more by
“While the front porch looked like a muse-um
drug,
By the things which there he druf
pioneers of the Northwestern Territory
Bue and Holman by tbe Ind ans among comfort. I had more pocket-money
And tons of brick were fired at him,
any
of
the
savage
_____
_____
than
chiefs
with
And ofttimes he were slug.W
whom they had lived, and -they were and dressed fully as well if not better
whom. he was associated in his warfare
sho.wn the greatest hospitality, always than I do now. Why should girls who
FTTTK YE THIRD. '*
upon the white people. He was a capreceiving, upon their departure, gener- are abundantly able to earn their own
With nerve distractingnoise he'd fight
tive among the Indians when a boy.
ous gifts of tobacco and corn.— Ih livelihood straggle to become the slave
Whatever thing wore hair
He aftarward. adopted their mode of
of a husband and children and tie
He’d scratch mid shako and chaw and bite,
dianapolia Journal.
And growl and howl and tear, ,
life, and led them in sereral of their
themselves to a man when they might
And rip and snort with all his might,
be free and happy?
bloodiest massacres. He was treacherAnd claw and snarl and swear
Tame Cobras.
For Law, and Peace, the True, the Right,
ous and unscrupulous, and never
1 think too much is said by the men
Up in Poona, a delicate gentleman
And Good he did not care.
showed
mercy
to a captive. From the
in
a light and flippant manner about
From many fightshis ribs and back
named Quain, passionately fond ol the anxiety of young ladies to secure a
time of his treacherous apostacy he
Had grown extremelybare.
natural history, was visited one mornvied with the most cruel and relentless
home and a husband, and still they do
The dog wonld.
ing by three Hindu snake-charmers.
JTho JjySfghbort.
savages
that
he
could
surround
himeslf
deserve a part of it, as I feel that I do
The deacon’s.
•*TUo gardens.
In the bungalow compound, or garden,
IThe dog. / >;
Carrj-, convey, trans- with, in inflictingthe most atrocious
now for assuming a great burden when
they showed off* their time-immemorial
mstrjoken violently(
port.
tortures upon those who fell into his
I was comparativelyindependent and
black jacked.
tricks of making cobras raise them- comfortable.
hands. He had burned Col Crawford
— \B. /. Burdette.
selves half up and sway gracefullyto
Now, will yon suggest any advice
at the stake, and had watched the sufthe harsh music of the bamboo pipes.
THE SKYLARK.
that you think would benefit the yet
fering of the gallant soldier with deIt occurred to him that he might train
unmarried and self-supporting girls
mon-like satisfaction.His name was
Higher, higher
a couple of snakes, and be in a posi- wbo are liable to make tbe same misUp the blue vault climbing
as familiar to the people of the fron- Holman. The punishment which was
tion to observe their habits closely. He
Trilling, trilling,
take that I did, and thus warn them in
tier as that of Daniel Boone, and he was inflicted upon them during the running
Wings and voice keep timing,
asked the snake-charmersif the fangs
a manner that would be so much more
feared as much as Boone was admired. of the gauntlet was as severe as they
Essence of melodiousnotes distilling.
of the cobras were out; and, seeing
universalin its range and reach so many
The prisonersknew that in the hands could endure, and it was only after beHigher, higher
that he contemplatedpurchasing the
more people than I could if I should
of Girty their lives were subject to the ing repeatedly knocked down that they
Sunllt'pinionsglisten,
snakes, they assured him, by Gunputi,
Fleck the azure,
raise my voice ? Do this, and you will
passion and caprice of a heartless and finally succeeded in getting through the
that the fangs were undoubtedly exTwinklingwhile we listen
be gratefully remembered by
bloodthirsty man. While the party lines, badly bruised and bleeding pro-To thy thrius of high ocstating pleasure.
tracted. For a few rupees, he bought
was encamped in the vicinity of where fusely. The usual feast was then
Ethel.
the reptiles, and turned them loose in
Higher, higher,
It would indeed be a tough, tough
Fort Wayne now stands, Girty suspect- spread, followed by a “scalp-dance,”in
Light glad heart, wing-driven,
his own bed-room,where ho used to
man who could ignore thy gentle plea,
ing that Bue, from the expressionof which all the warriors participated, and
aping, going
Leapin
watch them crawling along the bam
Far up into heaven,
Ethel; tougher far than the pale, inhis face, understood something of the the council on the lives of the prisonThoro exult in radiant ether flowing.
boo matting, sniffing with their cold
tellectual hired man who now addresses
Delaware language, inquired if he had ers began. After sitting in silence for
noses against the walls, or twisting
Higher, higher,
you in this private and underhand
ever taken part in any of the border several moments, and smoking their
themselves up within each other's coils manner.
Immaterialthere,
wars
with
the
Indians, admonishing pipes, the oldest chief arose and adTo our viewing
like a slimy knot.
You say that you had more pockethim that if he- did not tell the truth dressed the warriors in an animated
Lost in luminous air,
He made a little box for them lined money before you were married than
'Only song, the listeningear pursuing.
death wonld be the penalty. Bne an- style. He was followed one after anwith cotton wool, into which they used
swered the question affirmatively.
other by the warriors until all had to creep in the heat of the day, for at you have since, Ethel, and you regret
Higher, higher,
Spring, my heart uprising,
‘ How many wars have you been in ?’
spoken. At times the debate was night-timethey were always peculiarly your rash step. I am sorry to hear it.
Winged by prayer,
Y’ou also say that you wore better
inquired Girty.
stormy, and it was with difficulty that
Leaving
saving ----------sad surmising,
-active, probably because the weather
clothes when yciu were single than you
*
Sing thy morning song in upper air.
the presiding sachem could keep order.
then was comparatively cool. In differ- do now. You are also pained over
-•W. Huts, in the Quiver. '
“Were you with Clark at Vincennes ?” The vote was finally taken, and it was
ent parts of th room he laid down platthat It seems that marriage with you
“Yes.”
evident to the prisoners that a severe
ters full of milk, and toward these the
has not paid any cash dividends.So
“Were you with him when he de- verdict had been rendered against
Romance of Early Days, stroyed the Piqua towns and Loramie’s them. A half hour after Girty came to cobras crawled whenever they felt in- if you married Mr. Ethel as a financial
clined for food. It would seem almost
store?”.
them and told them that they’ were to as if they knew his voice, for, when venture it was a mistake. You do not
Jl Miraculous fiescue from Death of Two
state how it has affected your husband.
“Yes."
be burned at the stake that night. The
Indiana Pioneers— Death at
“You played h— 1 there!” angrily preparationsfor their death were be- Quain entered the room and spoke, Perhaps he had more pocket-money
they would lift their heads and crawl and better clothes before he married
the
•'jit f f
exclaimed Girty, as he rushed toward gun. Fagots were piled about two
slowly in his direction. He even hod a than he has since. Sometimes two
Bue. “I have a mind to split your in- stakes, and the faces of the prisoners,
The romantic adventure which is the fernal skull,” and ho swung his toma- in accordance with the usual custom, pet name for each ; but I am not aware people do well in business by themsubject of this narrativeoccurred more hawk over the head of the captive as were blackened. "While the prepara- that either of them recognized it, for selves, but when they go into partnerthan a hundred years aga The story if he intended to execute the threat, tions were in progress there appeared when he called they would both wrig- ship they bust higher than a kite, if
is known to me by tradition, but its au- but struck him instead in the face with to be great excitement about the coun- gle quickly oVer to his feet. He often you will allow me the free English
fed them himself when they came to translation of a Boman expression
thenticity, I bellete, is well established. the handle.
cil-house.It was evident from the
him
in this way, and many persons which you might not fully understand
Early in the afternoon of a day in
When the party arrived within a few loud words and angry gesticulations
February, 1781, Irvin Hinton, a young miles of Wapaccunnata, the Indian that there was not a unanimity of senti- used to call and see Quoin's loathsome if I should give it to you in the original
‘teamster, started with a wagon from a village toward which they had been ment among the members of the coun- pets, which were considered one of the Boman.
block-house which was located on the journeying,runners were sent ahead to cil. At a pause in the wrangle an In- wonders of the Cantonments.
Lots of self-supportingyoung ladies
Ladies were frequently invited to have married, and have to go very light
•ite where the city of Louisville now announce their coming, in order that dian approached the guards of the
stands, to Harrodsburg, Kentucky, for preparations might be made for their prisonersand spoke a few words in the call at Qnain’s bungalow and see what on pin money after that, and still they
the purpose of getting a load of pro- reception. They were met a mile from Mingo language to them. The cords a human being could do by kindness, did not squeal as you, dear Ethel
vision s for the almost destitute families the village by several of the chiefs,and, which bound Holman were then cut etc., even with cobras; but they were They did not marry for revenue only.
'Who had gathered at the fort for pro- after a short conference,Girty informed and he was lifted to his feet. The In- more interested in the phenomenon in They married for protection.[This is a
tection from the Indians. The teams- the prisonersthat it hyd been decided dian who had ordered his release said the abstract than in detail, and pre- little political bon mot which I thought
ter was accompanied by Bichard Bus, they should run the gauntlet immediate- to him : “I adopt you as my son, to fill ferred to stay away and hear all about of myself. Some of my best jokes this
• youth of nineteen years, and George ly upon enteringthe town. They were the place of one I have lately buried. it from the officers who called upon spring are jokes that I thought of myHolman, aged sixteen years. Although told that if they passed between the You are now a kinsman of Logan, the them. Most of them agree that Mr. self.]
but mere boya in age, there were none lines and reached the conncil -house they white man’s friend.” The words were Quain certainly had very singular
No, Ethel, if you married expecting
in the fort of greater intrepidityor wonld be free from further assault, but interpretedby Girty, with evident re- tastes, and that it would be an outrage to be a dormant partner during the
for any person to marry him. Quain, day and then to go through Mr. Ethel’s
ckill in savage warfare. The Indians they wonld be forced to run rapidly. luctance.
however, lived through warnings and pockets at night and declare a dividend,
were then quiet, but their movements When the prisoners came in view of the
The preparations for the burning of
had been of a character to arouse su- village they found that a line of sav- Bue continued.He was bound to the ridicule, and went on feeding his co- of course life is full of bitter,bitter regret and disappointment.
spicion among the settlers, and with ages, armed with clubs, had already stake, and the savages were about to bras.
Quain had a small imported Scotch
the arrival of the spring season an out- been formed on each side of the path light the fagots around him when a
Of course 1 want to do what is right
terrier, which was a great favorite, as in the solemn warning business, so I
break of hostility was expected.
leading to the council lodge. Hinton young Shawnee approached and reBefore they had traveled a mile a the teamster,was first ordered to run. leased him from his perilous position, it had a wag of the tail and a merry lit- will give notice to all simple young
heavy snow began to fall The earth He received several blows over the head defying the angry savages, who pro- tle bark for everybodythat looked re- women who are now self-supporting
was soon covered. The .atmosphere and shoulders,but succeeded in get- tested against his lawless action. Tib spectableand friendly. “Zip” used to and happy that there is no statute rewas still and damp, and the hakes ting through the lines to the lodge. action of the council and the threatened go regularly into the cobra-room with quiring them to assume the burdens of
quickly melted away. Fearing that Bne was next started down between the death of the captives are believed to his master, and after he became accus- wifehood and motherhood unless they
the powder might become dampened, lines, with an Indian running behind have been in the nature of mock pro- tomed to the reptiles, would crouch prefer to do so. If they now have an
the travelers discharged the loads in him with uplifted tomahawk. He ceedings for terrifying the two young down, bark at them, and then leap and abundance of pin-money an,d new
their guns, supposing that they were reached the goal with less difficulty men before adopting them into the tribe. tumble ever their banks. The cobras clothes, they may remain single if they
would only wriggle out of the way, Zip wish without violating the laws of the
not likely to encounter any danger and with less injury than Hinton.
Bue and Holman were in captivity
while the snow continued.They had Holman, the boy, protested that it among the Indians more than two years following them and barking at their land. This rule is also good when approceeded slowly and hid traveled was impossible for him to pass through before they found a favorable opportu- tails, so that everybody believed and plied to young and self-supporting
only eight miles of the road to Har- the ordeal, as he was weak
weal and sick nity for escaping. The Indian warriors said that the terrier and the snakes were young men who wear good clothes and
have money in their pockets. No young
todsbnrg, when the darkness of the •from the fatigue of the march. The had again gathered at Detroit for a the best of friends.
About four months after Quain ’s pnr- | man who is free, happy, and independ-early evening came upon them. As program was changed. The squaws general conference,and the tribes were
they were ascending a hill, a cry of and children of the village armed indulging in a drunken revelry. It af- chase of the cobras, he entered*the ent need invest his money in a family
"halt!” was heard by the driven of the themselves with switchesand clubs and forded them a chance for flight,and room with some bread and milk and or carry a colicky child twenty-seven
wagon team.
took the places of the warrors. Young before daylight they were hurrying called them to him. Both glided noise- miles and two laps in the night unless
“‘Was it yon who spoke, Bue?” in- Holman dashed down between the through the wilderness in the direction lessly to his feet and lapped content- he prefers it But those who go into it
quired the driver, as he stopped his lines, and twice he was knocked down of Louisville. They traveled all day edly at the milk. Zip, pretendingto with the right spirit, Ethel, do not reMorses.
by the blows that fell upon fyis back and all night, encamping the following be jealous,jumped forward barking, gret it
I would just as soon tell you, Ethel,
“No,” was the answer.
before he finally succeeded in reaching morning in a thicket surrounded al- and leaped with his forepaws upon one
“Did you not hear a voice cry, the lodge. The running of the gaunt- most entirely by swamp. At night of the cobras. It shook itself out and if you will promise that it shall go no
J
let was only the prelude to a more they resumed their journey, guided in went on lapping. Zip then went for further, that I do not wear as good
its head, and jumping and running clotnes as I did before I was married.
“Yes.”
tragic ordeal through which they were their course by tbe stars and the moss
“Well, where did it come from?” to finally pass. A council of the chiefs on the north side of the trees. Thus back, barking all the time, made a I don’t have to. My good clothes have
playful snap at its head. The cobra accomplished what I got them for. I
wsked the alarmed teamster.
was forthwith called to decide the fate they traveledfor several days, not darA noise in the bushes beside the road of the prisoners. There were a num- ing to shoot game, for fear that the re- ceased lapping the milk, reared its played them for all they were worth,
M few feet ahead of the horses was ber of noisy speeches,punctuated with port of the gun would reveal their hid- head about a foot from the ground, and and since I got married the idea of
heard, and the mysterious voice said, violent gastulationsand angry looks. ing place to the Indians whom they with its spectacled outstretched hood wearing clothes as a vocation has not
*It was Simon Girty who cried ‘halt!’ The council ended, however, without knew would be pursuing them. After commenced waving the upper part of occurred to me.
Please give my kind regards to Mr.
and he meant what he said.” As these any conclusion being reached. The three days of travel without any food its body to and fro. Zip made one
more
jump
forward.
Ethel,
and tell him that, although I do
Words were uttered, the speaker sprang prisoners were told that their fate but the little they succeeded in stealLike lightning the cobra struck at not know him personally, I cannot help
’from his place of concealment, and the would not be decided Until the arrival ing before leaving the village, they beWagon was instantly surrounded by a of other chiefs from the Scioto and gan to grow weak from hunger, and the the dog, and then wheeled off, hissing, feeling sorry for him. Very sincerely
Hill Nye.
warty of thirteen Indians. The three Big Miami, who were expected within fear of starvation compelled them to to its lair beneath the conch. In ten
minutes afterwards,poor Zip lay dead
.Kentuckians were ordered to snrren- a few days.
turn aside and hunt for game. A day,
A New Textile.
with his master almost crying over his
*der. Bne impulsively raised his rifle
In the meantime Hinton determined however, passed without finding any.
e
Indian
Bhea plant possesses
’4o shoot the leader oi the Indians, but to make his escape. He whispered his They were becoming desperate.They body. Quain then learned for the firs
a tenacious fiber that it was long
time
that
a
cobra
can
renew
its
fang
recollectingthat it contained no load intentions to his companions.He had become so exhausted from need of
P0”1*01! out that it would be of
i-J5*0 P<
he dropped the weapon, and, being knew, he said, that the chances were food and from fatigue that they could in about three months, that his pe'tSv^0
he «reat
manufacturing
powerless to defend themselves, the against him, and that if recaptured he no longer proceed rapidly. It seemed had renewed their fangs, and that he
purposes; but difficulty stood in the
iree men surrendered.The horses would be immediately killed. Bue and that their death from starvation was had actually been playing with certain
way, because of there being no machine
“Were unhitched from the wagon, and Holman remonstrated against bis mak- enevitable. On the fifth day a deer death for several weeks. The acciknown by which the grower could pro*the lines of the harness were used to ing the attempt as hazardous in the ex- ran past their hiding place, and it was dental death of the dog had in all probduce from it a clean and unbroken fiber
ability
saves
his
life.—
Youth’#
Com•ecurely bind together the hands of the treme. The announcementran through shot by Holman. They were enabled
fit for market Thereupon the Indian
captives,who were then driven through the village one morning soon after- to resume their journey with renewed panion.
Government offered a valuable prize to
-the woods by three of the Indians, wards that Hinton had escaped, taking energy and courage. The twentieth
Thread Smoking.
the inventor of the coveted machine.
wbo mounted the horses that had been with him the gun and accoutrements day of their travel brought them to the
According to the New York Mail Such a machine has been invented. Its
captured. The remaining horse Girty of one of the savages. The Indians Ohio river, fifty milos above the falls. the old wrecks of humanity who have
main feature consists of an, iron drum
appropriatedto his own use. Alter- were furious and the remaining cap- They built a raft, on wbicb they floated time to do at the public institution on upon which several metal beaters are
nately he rode ahead of the party and tived were menaced with instant death down the stream, reaching Louisville Blackwell's Island, have a habit of
bolted. As it revolves a jet of water
behind it, vigilantly guarding against by the exasperated savages. A party of in safety. Their friends had supposed smoking thread when out of tobacco.
releases the refuse loosened by the
Any surprise. Occasionally he would warriors immediatelystarted in pnr- that they were dead. The brother-in- When tobacco runs short these old beaters and also softens the gumm]
atop tospeak to the captives, and to can- suit of the fugitive. It was expected law of Bue had administered his estate, duffers will smoke anything that will matter by which the fibers are bonm
-Cion them, under threat of death, against that he would be intercepted on the and sold a four-acrelot belonging to
u
burn. Some of them steal the straw together!*
The cost of the machine is
making any noise. After three honrs trail between Chillicotheand Sandus- him, which was located within a short out of their beds and clip it up and small and it can be driven by steam* or
of travel the party reached the Ohio ky, and eight of the party started for distanceof where the new court house smoke it Others gather the tea loaves
by bullocks. It is anticipatedthat this
Fiver, and crossed in canoes, which had that point. While stealthilycreeping now stands. Finding that his affairs had
and coffee grounds that are thrown invention will open up a new souroe of
been secretedunder a rock protruding through the forest in the early evening been settled in good faith, although out into the drain-pipe, and dry them textile industry, and will be especially
from the bypks over the water. After frequently halting to listen for any somewhat prematurely, Bue permitted and get a substitutefor tobacco in this valuable in certain districts of India,
• brief parley between Girty and two voice indicating the presenco of his en- the transaction to stand.
way. Others, again, ask for a skein of where the Bhea plant grows wild and
of the Bbawanee chiefs, over the route emies, he ran into an ambush and was
Until 1805 Bne and Holman lived in thread to sew up supposititiousreuts has been hitherto looked upon as cumthat should be traveled, the party recaptured. He was told to prepair for Woodford County, Kentucky, when in their clothing, and instead use it to bering the ground.
•Urted in the direction of Vin- immediate death, as he wonld be burned they both removed to Indiana Territory, load their pipes. Leaves, dry bread,
There is nothing better than a good
cennes, bntf after going a few miles, to at the stake during the night. He and located within two miles of where and oftentimes paper are used when
mislead pursuers, turned toward the pleaded piteously for his life-— noWor the citv of Richmond now stands, tobacco runs out, but their favorite wife, and nothing worse than a bad one.
—Hesiod.
mortheast The night was half gone his own sake, but for the sake of his tohere they lived during the remainder substitute is black thread.
FTCT* TB SECOND.
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ExtracU from m Book Written

Fifteen

Hundred Tours Afro.
[Prom the New York Graphic. 1
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“Do crosaest man

Alabama Uvea dar,
driver m wo approacheda wi
In

«ald thi
home, near Selma, Ala., to ask acoomi
tlona for the night At iupper, and aft
“mine hOit" ioowled at everyone, f<
with ovorythtog 'oarthly, lihd I
wonderingIf fro would not growl If the
enly halo didn't fit him, when Inok
mention being made of the oomet of 1882, he
said: “1 didn't like Its form; Ita tail should
have been fan shaped !”
But, next morning, be appearedhalf-offended afour offering pay for bis hospitality I My companion, however, made him aooept as a present a aatnpio from bis case of
goods.
• Six weeks later, I drew up at the aama
house. Tne planter stepped llthely from

very learned member of the Chinese Embassy at Washington is the
possessor of a book of great antiquity
and of almost priceless value. He believes that it was written more than
fifteen centuries ago, and that it was at
that time copied from a still older manuscript— so old, in fact, that Noah
might have had it with him in the Ark.
This learned afed genial diplomatist
has, during his leisure moments, amused
himself by translating into English the porch, and greeted me cordially.
certain portionsof this venerable man- I could scarcelybelievethat this cleaixximuscript, which appears to be a com- plexioned,bright-eyed,animated fellow, and
the morose being or a few weeks back, were
pound of history, political rules, and the same. He Inquiredafter my companion
observationsupon the social relations of the former visit,and regrettedbe was not
of life. These observations displays with me. “Yes,” said his wife; “we are both
Indebted to him.”
deep insight into human nature, and a much
“How?” I asked, In surprise.
very keen perception of the weakness,
“For this wonderful change In my husas well as the strength of mankind. A band. Your friend when leaving banded him
number of these translated passages a bottle of Warner'* safe cure. He took It,
two other bottles, and now
” “And
have been kindly sent to us by the and
now,” he broke In, “from an ill-feeling,
courteous and erudite possessor of this growling old bear, I am healthyand so cheervaluable and unique work. Here are ful my wife declares she has fallen in love
with me again 1”
some of them :
It has made over again a thousand love
If one purposes to be very much in matches, and keeps sweet the tempers of the
love with his wife, let him marry a vir- family olrce ve ry w here. — Copyrighted. Used
gin and not a widow. For if he marries by permits ion of American Rural Home,
a widow, especially if she be sweet in
The Etiquetteof the Carriage.
disposition, loving, amiable, and passionate, the more he loves her the more
Fashion is inexorable and omnipresunhappy he will be by reason of his re- ent. Its devotees seem to be permitflections upon the past; upon what hap- ted scarcely a natural breath. “On foot
pened before he wedded her, and when or horseback” there is a rule for every
she was the wife of her first husband. moment of existence a la mode— this is
In what otherwise would be his most an almost literal fact. The fashionable
happy moments, these disquieting re- woman who starts out for her afternoon
flections will obtrude themselves ; and drive in the park conforms constantly
the more lovely is his wife, and the to accepted customs in such exercise.
more affection sbe bestows upon him, Having taken her position and adjusted
the more bitter will be his regret that her toilet with great care, she tilts her
the same loveliness and the same affec- parasol at the proper angle and is
tion were once the possessionof anoth- driven off. This attitude of studied
er. This is the manner in which a languor must not be disturbed. It is
man’s heart is made— he is intensely not good form to turn your head or
jealous and selfish.
look about you en route. A runaway
In the bestowal of rewards by a ruler dashing by your carriage would hardly
for past services in war or in the civil justify a look behind. Stiffly stolid is
service, the ruler should not expect the watenword of polite society on
gratitude on the part of a recipient wheels, and the fashionable coachman
H(
[owever great the reward may be, the ably aids and abets his mistress in pirerecipientwill think that it is but the serving the correct demeanor, wnen
wh
payment of a debt, and often that the she has driven enough, a touch of her
payment is not aqeduate. The self- carriage bell signifies her desire to reesteem of a man is always greater than turn, whereupon the statue on the box
the estimate of his worth formed bv bolds his whip straight up like a musothers. An affected humility may seek ket and wheels his horse about, leveling
to disguise this, even to the mind of the the lash again when they are headed
man himself— but at the bottom of his homeward. When milady descends at
soul there will rest the belief that he her door, she must on no account lean
has only been paid what was his due- forward in leaving the carriage. This
in which case he will not feel grateful, signifiesthat she is “not to the manner
or that he has not been paid enough, in born, ” that sometimes plebeian streetwhich case, under the cloak of affected cars or stages have served as her means
gratitude will lurk anger and a desire of locomotion. The properly trained
for revenge.
woman will retain her seat till one foot
All men are naturally mean and self- is above the carriage step, then, slightly
seeking. (The Chinese phrase here, our rising, will sink her weight upon it
diplomatist informs us, is very inade- and glide easily and gracefullyto the
quately rendered by the translation he curb. Truly, education is a great thing.

-

o

has given. The phrase— chiloupillapouza omotazen zawtek lingopotzet— is
not at all modern, although it is found
in comparatively modern Chinese writings, those of the sixth century after
Christ for instance. The words have a
very elastic meaning— as for instance
they have been construed thus : “By
nature each man, like a hog, wishes to
be first at the feeding trough, and to
keep the other hogs away.”)
The selfishness of men, however, is
very different from that of women. The
latter is the most intense and absorbing,
and to gratify it nothing is loo sacred
to be sacrified.And the jealousy of
woman is essentially different from that
of man. She is far more egotistical.
The sense of having supplanted a rival
is sweet to her. A woman who has
married a widower is not jealous of the
dead wife, provided that her husband
treats-ber-lovingly.She is delighted
by the idea that she has displaced the
memory of the dead wife from the
heart of the living husband, and that
she now fillsjt. When he caressesher
she does not say to herself with regret,
“Thus he has caressed my predecessor,”
but conscious that he has loved before,
is
‘proud that she, as she thinks, has
rooted out that love, and now controls
him.
The essential difference between men
and women, in their domestic relations,
may also be seen in the fact that women
accept and are happy under a system
of polygamy,while men never have,
and never will, accept a system of
polyandry. (The learned Chinese philosopher was a little rash here— for he
did not foresee the Oneida Community.)

—New

York Graphic.

frwarjr Meal la a Trial
To the dyspeptic.Flatulence,heartburn, oppresslve (ullnea* of the stomaoh, are the Inevitable sequencesof his use of the knife and fork:

To siy

of

him that ho uratlfles the cravings of

appetite would be a genuine satire.He only appeases them. Is relief attainable? Certainly,
*&d by the use of a pleasant as well as thorongh
remedy, Hostetter's Stomach Bitters. 'Will it
cure immediately? Certainly not-it does not
effectmiracles. But It does give prompt and
unspeakable relief,and will, If persistedm,
pr (luce an ultimate cure. Not on y docs it impart relishto tho food, bnt promotes its conversion by. the stomach Into rich, health and
and strcmrth-sustalnlng
blood. Snper-sensitlvencss of the nierves,mental d&rfwBlon,and
unquiet si umber,, prod ubed by interruption of
the digestive functions, are also remedied by li
It is the finestpreventiveand curativeof malarial disorders,and relieves constipation,
rhematism,kidney and bladder aliments ana
liver complaint.

Paradise iu a Mouthful.

Nothing

haa bo powerfully con-

tributed to instill piety into the bouIb of
men as good cookery.

A man,

needs the gift
good appetite and

An

-1

mi

irreproachable

digestion.

The

guest who keeps a dinner waitwho suddenly demands
it before its time, are alike enemies to
the art of cookery.
Cadmus, the grandfatherof Bacchus,
first tlmght men how to eat as civilized
beings should; and, therefore, it naturally follows that good eating should be
succeeded by good drinking.
Pithyllus invented a sheath for the
tongue in order that he might swallow
the hottest viands faster than other
guests, who wisely preferredrather
slowly to please the palate than suddenly satisfy the stomacn.
The Junius of gastronomic literature Price, 28 etn., 80 cts. and •l.OO per Bottle.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
is the mysterious inventor of the petites bouchees de foie gras, whose name
has never been discovered; but who,
nevertheless, is blessed abundantly, as
one who has concentrated paradise*(an
Necessitating a Surgical Operation-Lovepicurean’sparadise)in a single mouthing Mother Attemptsto Take Pair
ful. — T]j.e Caterer.
of Shears from Her Child.
PARENTS, BE CAREFUL.
Years Teach More than Books.
Among other valuable lessons Imparted by
Domestic accidentsare common to women,
ing, or a master

Joe McFlannigan had been out celebrating all the evening,and as he sauntered up to the bar in a West Madison
street saloon he was just a trifle unsteady.
“Gi’ me a glass— hie— o' whisky 1” he
demanded of the barkeeper.
His friend, Terry Doolan, ordered a
glass of beer, and the white-aproned
entleman proceeded to put out the
iquor. The whisky bottle was in the
ice-chest, and when taken from there
several particles of ice stuck to the bot-

tom.

There was a slight incline to the
bar, and consequently,the ice making
it slippery, the bottle began to slowly
journey down the incline. Joe watched
it a moment in silence; then his face
became ashy pale, and he inquired of
his friend

:

this teacher, Is the fact that, for a very long

cated.
loss of

Why

find fault with
are specs on the sun.

the other eye. Total blindness to a

important.
When you visit or leave New York
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m

%
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and $2.50 per day at the Gault House, Chicago. corner Clintonand Madison streets. This
far-famed hotel is locatedIn the center of tho
city, only one block from tho Union Depot.
Elevator;all f.ppointmentsfirst-class.
Hoyt Si Gates. Proprietors.

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS,
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tion of health.

Dr. Kennedy's “Favorite Remedy"
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WORLD li
Isaac Thompson’s

The OLDEST MEDICINE In the

For dyspepsia, indigestion,depressionof
spirits,and general debility In their various
forms; also, as a preventiveagainst fever and
ague, and other Intermittent fevers, tho
“Ferro-Phosphorated
Elixir of Cailsaya,"
made by Caswell, Hazard A Co., of New York,
and sold by all druggists, is the best tonic; If you wish to be relieved of these terribleSick
and for patients recovering from fever or Headaches and that miserable Sour Stom*
other sickness it bos no equal.
mch* It will, when taken accordingto direcThe Frazer Axle Grease It the very best. tions, cure any case of Sick Headache
or Sour Stomach. It deans the lining of
A trial will prove we are right.
atomaeh and Sowele, promotes healthy
action and sweet secretions. It makes pure
blood and gives It free flow, thus sending
nutriment to every part It Is the Barest,
speediest and surest Vegetable Remedy
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BITTERS,

ever invented for all diseases of the

Red Star

stomach

and liver.
J. M. Moore, of Farmington.Mich. , says : My
suffering from Nick Headache and Sour

Stomach was

terrible.

Oue

Hops

bottle of

and Malt Bitten cured me,
Do not get Hops and Halt Bitten confounded with inferior preparationsof similar
name. For sale by all druggists.
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care of a household is an irretrievacalamity. In this straitMrs. W— applied to
the well-known and skillfulBnrgeon,Dr. Pavid
DelicateDiseases
Kennedy, of Bondont, N. Y., who removed the
of either sex, however Induced, promptly, injuredeye by a very successful operation, setthoroughly and permanentlycured. Bend
three letter stamps for largo illustrated trea- ting aside all danger of farther harm to the tight
tise. World's Dispensary Medical Association, of the other eye. But owing to pain and meu tal
Buffalo, N. Y.
distress her system needed a tonic and restorative medicine. To do this work t!ie Doctor preThere Is a man In Hunter's Point so crippled up with rheumatismthat ho Is tallest scribed “Kennedy's Favorite Remedy," which
sustainedita reputation and laid a sure foundawhen ho lies down.— Brooklyn Time*.
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of Infants and Childrens Reliable Remedial
Aqent in all Disusesof the Stomach and Intestines.
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Pile Tumors,
however large, speedilyand painlesslycared
without knife, caustic, pjwder or ointment
In harness a man has lifted 3,500 Consultationfree. Write for pamphlet a
references,Inclosing two letter stamps for
pounds, this result having been achieved reply. World’s Dispensary Medical Associaonly by allowing every muscle to act tion, Buffalo, N. Y.
simultaneously to its fullest capacity,
and under the most advantageouocir”o?Ta

'L

the Boston girl there having the

a perfectly straight face.

Thence he was sliding into the aorta,'
and, if he had not been pulled out,
would assuredly have been suffocated.
After his rescue he cut some rings from
the aorta, and found that he could
easily slip them over his shoulder.

I

I

and some of them are very serioos.Mrs. Warner, of South Rondout, Ulster Co., N. Y., some
weeks ago attempted to take from her child a
pair of ehears with which it was playing. A
slight struggle ensued, in which tho point of the
shears entered Mrs. Warner’s left eye, entirely
destroyingthe sight. Her family physician did
what ho could, but Intensely painful Inflammation arose, which, by sympathy, threatenedthe

time, Dr. Plerco’s“Golden Medical Discovery" has been tho prince of liver correctives
and blood purifiers,being iho household physician of the poor man, and tho able consulting
physician to tho rich patient, and praised by
all for Its magnificent service and efficacy in
all diseases of a chronic nature, as malarial
poisoning,ailments of the respiratoryand digestivesystems,liver disease, and in all cases
where the use of an alterative remedy is Indi-

“Say, Terry— hio— is that bottle moving?”
“Why, no, Joe,” replied Terry, with

doing so Lis foot slipped and he fell
into one of the ventricles of the heart.

1

_

Joe took a fresh grip on the bar, and
HOPS & HALT BITTERS CO, Detroit,
turned again to the bottle. As be saw
Treated and cured without the knlte.
A N
K
sent bee.' Address
it still moving, the perspirationstarted
imnunu
F.LP0ND.M.D., Aurora, KtnsOo..nr
out from bis pores, and he passed
Where We Wet the Asphalt,
his hand several times back and forth
Absoluteli^^^^r
oeiore nis
his eyes, as u
if to clear nis
his vision.
Absolutely
I never look at an asphalt pavement, before
Finally
he
turned
to
the
barkeeper
and
Fn"
from
opt*te$>
EmetCc* and ***<»»says a writer in the PhiladebcVia
tun
A
PROMPT,
SAFE,
SURE CURE
Times, or roll along over its smobQ lff j? 8°lemn}y
Barkeep’, take away the bottle. For Coogha. Sore Throat, HooneaMO, Influence, A
surface in a carriage without thinking
COUIf
Colds. Dronehltls,Croup, Whooping Cough,
1Y bend ua 25 cents and we will send you by return
of the curions island and the still more Come on— hio— Terry ; I’ve had a— hio
Asthma,Qnlnsy, Pains la Cheat, »nd other
mall a .ox of the genuine Dr. C. McLane'a Celebrated
Liver Pills and eight handsome carda.Over fiftymil
singular place from which the material warning. I’ll never touch another drop
tffectlont oflht Throat and Langs.
Ion boxes have been mod by the people of the U. 8.
Price
80
cents a bottle.Sold by Drugxlitiand Detl«
—
hie.”
is procured. In about the center of
What bettor certificatecould they have?
ers. PttrUet unable to Induce theirStaler lo promptly
FLEMING BROS.. Pittsburgh.Ps.
“What’s
the
matter,
Joe?”
the island of Trinidad, a dot in the
get for them will receive two botUesJEzpreu charges
tending one dollar to
“Matter — hie. Matter enough. By paid, by THE
Caribbean Sea, just off the coast of
CHAD LEA A. YOCELER COIPAIT,
Sol* Owner* snd Mtnnractums,
Yenezuela, there is an asphalt lake. It the great .Justice — hie— of the Peace,
BtIUnor*,lirflud,C. B.A.
is said to cover about oue hundred I’ve got ’em. When bottles begin to
acres, and is apparently inexhaustible. hie — walk, I say — hie — a man’s gone far LIFE OF GRANT.
A- 9. DAVIS A CO.. If3 Washington|tT ChicagoIt is a black, sandy substanoe, and is enough.”— T/ie Rambler.
and situations
believed to be crude, rotten petroleum.
TELEGRAPHY Taught
Furnished. Cibculaii* pjixx,
This old story about the size of a
VALENTINEBROS.. Janesville,Wis.
VALENTINE
A singular feature of the substance is
that, although about fifty thousand
tons are taken out of this lake annually, it constantlyfiUs up so that there is
no lesseningof the supply. This singular lake of paving material is owned
by the Venezuelan Government, but
leased to a company in Washington,of
which a man named A. L. Barber is
President. They have a fleet of schooners running to* Trinidad, and have a
monopoly of tne
the business.
btumees. The
iney import vast quantities of the material laid
down on Broad
road street, beyond Columbia avenue.

I

£10l

the Liver and Kidneys,cures Constipation, and
in a Wagon.
all diseases and weaknesses peculiar to Females.
Louisville, Ky.— Mr. J. Helmus, Vice
It is for sale by all our druggists at ONE DOLLAR a bottle.
President of the City Brewer}’, was brought
home in a wagon, carried up st-iirs by two
of his men and laid on the bed. He was
suffering with a severe attack of rhenmatism contracted in the ice vaults of the
How to make ft horse fast: Don’t feed
brewery. He refused to have a doctor, but
him.
dispatcheda senant for a bottle of St.
“Put up" at tho Gault House.
Jacobs Oil, with the result that in one week
The business man or tourist will find flrstr
he was entirely cured and able to return to
class accommodations
at tho low price of $2
his desk.

A Warning.

:4

P

City,
save Baggage Expressageand Carriage Hire, and
stop at the Grand Union Hotel, oppositeGrand
Central Depot: 600 elegantrooms fitted np at u
cost of one million dollars, reduced to $1 and
upwards i>cr day. European plan. Elevator,
Bestaurantsupplied with the best. Horse cabs,
stage, and elevated railroad to all depot#. Families can live better for less money at the Grand
Union than at any first-cliiss hotel In the city.

Brought Home

;f

supremely happy, only
of Ceres to Pandora— a

to be

D

ATtMTS

“

T

Hand-Book FREE
.

B.

8..

A

A* p.

lacey,

TElimiTH -!

$3.50
For

u

ELE6ANT WATCKani flu But

i

Lj$vt.(f

OkHstUm Ttmpmmt* Umioa.

to#.

f .
Qmtinutdfrm last week.

"SwMt Und

*

Libirty.”

of

BT REV. CLABI

$12,000.00
W

*

worth of Goods must be sold in order to meet the obligations to creditors.

D. 0AVI*.

“UNHEARD OF BARGAINS”

Tflg LIBERtt 6f 0BEDIEKCR.

The men who recognlz3§ind obey* the
most law

mao. As

the freest

Is

that artitsi

has most

san

most

work who is
to its immutable laws. John
“Where one man’s circle in-

faithful

8. Mill says:

libertyin his

Ms,

Id Dry

Clothing, Gents'

Fnmishini

Ms,

and

Ms

and Shoes.

fringes upon another, there personal liberty ends.’’ Can

a man do as be pleases
he? Can bespeak
pleases? Let him try and the law

here in tbla city? Can
as he

takes hold of him and imprisona him for

liM. Can he build
pleases? Not where wooden build-

And) Winter Suits

indecency,disorder or
as he

ings will endanger the property of others.

You have not the
stove pipe

run your own
through your own roof. Can the

book dealer

sell

right to

any kind of

literature, or

the butcher any kind of beef? Let
try

them

it.

If a

man

choose, can he start a glue fac-

tory or powder house here in the center of

how our

our city ? Ah!
is

abridged. It

“personal liberty”

an easy matter for us

is

and use of opium here

to prohibit the sale

in our country, because the

;V

i

men who

make our laws and own our real estate are
not making money from the sale of that
poisonous drug. England is having the
same difficulty to-day with opium that we
having with that other greater poison,

are

alcohol. Yes, we claim the freedom
suppress—and

we do

some men say

yet

we cannot prohibit the sale and manufacture of elcohol, because that

would

be an

infringement on personal liberty, and,
says one of our citizens, “Our business,
social

and

politicalinterest* are founded

upon the liquor traffic and prostitution.”

8bame on

the Christian civilization of

which that can be truthfully said; and
fhame on the citizen that would plead that,

even if it were true, aa an excuse for

its

Ladies are invited to

call

Greatly Reduced Prices.

and examine the stock of

Absolutely Pure.

—

Thin powder never varies. A marvel of parity,
strengthand wholesomeuess.
More
economical
' '
** --------than the ordinarykinds, and cannot be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphatepowjers^ Sold onlj in

tfi •

Winter Dress Goods, new Style Prints, 1 Dress Patterns.

H.A.TS
tutts
PILLS CO^flE
In large

-A.3ST3D
numbers will be sold at a great

of

the

GET BEST BABGAI1TS
EL tF. Hctrrin^ton.

Age!

SYMPTOMS OP A

Holland, Mich., Jan.

sacrifice.

and

25 YEARS

Ths Groatert Medical Triumph

to

suppress—the sale

and use of opium; and

POWDER

of Clothes at

22, 1885,

TORPID LIVER.

Loaa ot appetite.Bowels costive, Pals la
the head, with a doll sensation Is the
back part. Pain nnder the shonldsrblade, Fullness after eating, with adleinclinationto exertion of body or mind,
Irritability of temper, Low spirits, with
n feeling of having neglected some duty,
Weariness, Dlxxlnces, Flattering at the
Heart, Dots before the eyes, Headache
over the right eye. KestleeaneM,with
fitful dreams, Highly eolored Urine, and

JAS.

Genuine Cyclone

B. TL.

HUNTLEY,

Wilms’
ie

going on in the stock of

CONSTIPATION.

at

are especially adapted
to such cases, one dose effectssnob a
change of feeling as to astonish the sufferer.
They Increase the Appct!te,and etnas the
body to Take on Fleehjhu* the system Is
la
nonrlshod.snd by their-T'nic
T' nic Action
AetlMa oa
on

Estimates given for

the Btore of

kinds

Wooiei Dri?e
AND WOODEN PUMPS,

Wells

!

all

of buildings, fin-

B. WYNH0FF, ished and

perpetuity.

CelMt

Porc«!ain-llncd,Iron-lined, Maple CyHnder
and all the dlfierentkindi of pnmpa.plpe and iron.

Dry Goods & Groceries,

TUTTS PILLS

WILIMIS

Manufacturerof

completed.

(7b be Continued.)

Excitement in Text*.
Great excitementhas been caused in the
vicinityof Paris, Tex., by the remarkable
recovery of Mr. J. E. Corley,

who was

so

UR DY
DYE.
TUTTS HAIR
Office,

44 Murray

Skirts, Hosiery,

King’s

Found
a

New

A

Stairs,

Discovery was sent him.

relief, he

bought

a large bottle

and

fall

action to the Id vm
d relieveall bib
i one troubles.
•’ rttvA* flcerijbg. Prise 25c. AU Dnsskts

time he had taken two boxes of Pills and

two bottles ot the Discovery, he was well

Doors, Blinds,

I

furnished.
Office

have the agency in this city

and Shop

near the corner of

for the celebrated

and had gained in flesh thirty-six pounds.
^Trial bottlesof this

nsumplion

free at

A

Needle Gas Lamp.

H. Walsh.

These lamps are a great im
provement on all other lamps
both as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.

Pain is given for the wise purpose of
informingus of the presence of danger
and disease. Any little excitement of an
unusual nature disturbs the balance of the
system, the nervous energies are exhausted, and headache and a hundred
other disturbancesare the result. Many
of the miseries of modern man and womanhood might be cured and prevented
were their approach heeded and resisted,
having their origin in derangements ot the
liver and blood, dyspepsia, jaundice, indigestion, costiveness and other unwholesome conditions. Evils of a diseased nature find a certain cure by the use of Golden Beal Bitters.In this medicine, nature, added by art, has produced a rare
combinationof medicinal properties,wisely adapted to the cure ot diseases common

E.

vitalizing principals

Walsh.

Litpincott’s Magazine for August

adapted for summer

27,

HUNTLEY.

1883.

COME AND SEE ME.
PETER H. WILMS.
Holland, April 33, 1685.

13-1

DUTCH SETTLEMENT IN MINNESOTA
Frederiksen &

Co.,

y

!

Frins & Zwanenburg

public 34,000 acres of land in the counties
of Renville, Kandiyohi and Chippewa in Minnesota. The
Good* delivered free of charge* lands are only about 100 miles west of St. Paul and MinneB. WYNHOFF.
apolis, is finely adapted to Agriculture, the breeding of catHolland, June 14, 1888.
tle, and lies only from 3 1:2 to 7 miles from the well settled
places of Olivia, Renville, and Sacred Heart, on the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul railroad, and only from 8 to 12 miles
from the stations, Wilmar, St. Johns, and Kerkhaven, on the
has just received a large stock of the latest competing line of the St. Paul, Minneapolis <fc Manitoba R. R.
styles of Ladies’ and Gentlemen's
The price is from $6 to $8 per acre, easy terms, interest at 7
per cent. All agricultural products, which are raised in Iowa
thrive upon these lands and compare favorably with any products raised in this country, and, being raised near large

embodied in Golden Seal Bitterswill assuredly cure the broken down dyspeptic.
Sold by H.
25-4

specially

Holland, May

made and

Dealer in the leading clatt of agricnitaralimplements, such aa Engincii, Threfhere. Saw Mille,
Wind Mills, Self-binding Reapera, Mower*, Bneon Riuer street, dea. Wagons. Plow*, Spring Tooth Harrow*, all
that Parmer* need except money, and that *"‘”
Tenth street,
can make by baying of me a* I will *uli very
sonable. Fair dealing and good good*.

JAS.

Great Discoveryfor

Warning.

to mankind. The

Mouldings,

Brackets, etc.,

always on hand.

Secure Healthy

box of Dr. King’s New Life Pills; by the

Hand Railing, Sash

and complete line of

CROCKERY

fsiBBnasun

trial bottle of Dr.

done on short notice.

Etc., in endless variety.
A

everybody said ho wasdyinyof

Consumption.

White Goods,

New York.

81.,

helpless he could nut turn in bed, or raise
his head;

Planing and Re-sawing

Dress Goods, Table Linens,

Gray Hath or Whiskim changed to a
Glosbt Black by a single application of
tbl* Die. It Imparts a natural color, acts
instantaneously. Sold by Druggists,or
sent by express on receipt of 91.

offer to sell to .the

HEROLD,

ROOTS & SHOES

is

reading.

cities,

SODA

The only "solid” papers in this number
are one on “The Scottish Crofters,” by

among which

are the celebrated

We

command

a

high price. Wood and coal can be had cheap,

will help, financially,
the first years, the
aancially, during
"

building

Churches and the paying of salaries to ministers.
In Olivia, Mr. T. Haan, our agent, will show these
Beat intheWorlj.
the Southwest.” The former contains a
lands free to all who desire to look them over, and as he
GROYER HAND
clear statement of the grounds on which
keeps a hotel, will accommodate landseekers at a low rate.
the claims of the Crofters are based, as
The undermentioned gentlemen have seen our lands: Rev.
well as of the present tendency of legisla- dealtr
G. Hoeksema, pastor, Mu4l|5^)'n; J. G. Van Putten, merchant,
tion and public opinion in Great Britain
in reference to the tenure of land. “Our
Holland; W. C. Walsh, druggist and miller, Holland; F. L
ii
Ville,” by Margaret Bertha Wright, is a
Walsh, Holland; Antony Wiersema, mail clerk, Holland; C.
very amusing sketch of French provincial
Repairing promptly and neatly Blom, merchant, Holland; W. H. Rogers, editor, Holland; C.
life. “Fishing in Elk River,” by Tobe Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
done
Dok, butcher, Holland; all of whom have seen the land to
Hodge, carriesus to the wild mountain re
Ladies' and Gents’ Lockets.
glon of West Virginia, with its splendid
their entire satisfaction,and have given us permission to pubscenery, quaint characters, and abundant
lish that they find the foregoing to be true, and that they
Prof. D. B. King,
by

Edmund

and

the

second of two

of

Kirke on “The Pioneers of

SEWED

--

H. WYKH0YSEN,
in

facilities for sport

“A

aud

description of the tulip-

its surroundings

I also

keep on baud a

AND SEE

and

associations.

“A

realistic village sketch, and

NO.

a story of college life, written in a

Spectacles!

“My

Friend George R#ndal],” by Frank Parke,
very

My

46,

EIGHTH STREET.

E. HEROLD.
Hollahd, Mich., March 18, 1884.

stock of

SILVERWARE

agreeable and sympatheticvein. The

is

unsurpassedin

this city.

Rosa

Lsif,

Fun

Cut,

poetry, "Gossip,” and literary notices are
all deserving of attention.

A Weak Back, with a

Particular attention if called to the fact
that all my goods are fint-claaa and are
weary, aching •old at low pricea.

is a sign of diskidneys. Use the beet kidney curaknown, which is Burdock Blood Bit-

lameness over ths hips,
eased
tive

US.

will give full information.
First-class return tickets from Chicago, Milwaukee,

full line of

Western woods, with

Pleasant Spirit,” by Margaret Vandegrift,

is

PALL

with both rod and gun;

tree, the giant of the

a

SHOES.

Forest Beauty,'’ by Maurice

Thompson, is a

is

'

Ayer’s CatharticPills promptly relieve
stomach, correct foul breath and an
and cure constipation.

zc’JZ.:
mm

btbkbt, orroan
H.

warn church.
WYRBUYSIN.

M#4.

and Orange

City, to our lands, we sell for ten dollars
only. Excursions will leave these places under our own
management. Return tickets from Holland, Muskegon,
Grand Haven and Grand Rapids for seventeen dollars only.
Go and judge for yourself. Write or apply to

FREDERICKSEN &

Ui*

and

PRIES & ZWANENBURG,

Navy Clippinjs

51 8.
and Snuffs

CO.,

dark

St*

Chicago

988 Sibley St. St. Paul* man*
For information, apply to Isaac Marsilje and John C.
Post, Esq., at Holland, Jan Garvelink at Graafechap, John
Glas, 151 S. Rose St., Kalamazoo; Albert Riddering, Drenthe,
a, JamesMich.; C. Van Loo,
Rapids.
town, Mich.; or to S.

W

'

15*3m
-

-

